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Polls.show voters do e·ook 
exchange 
pays off 
. . . . . 
not believe in pOlitics 
By SUE STEVENOT 
New1ltat1Wrller 
Who will be the next President? 
Rep'ut;lican or Democrat, experienc-
. ed or un.tried, a recent poll shows . 
that most Americans don't think it 
matters. · 
. The results of a Louis Harris.Sur-
vey· and the Cambridge · Survey 
Research (both . reputable and ex-
perienced in polls) were reported in a 
recent issue of the Cincinnati En-
quirer. Aside from the broader con• 
clusioris to be drawn from the,sur-
veys, the specifics include: 
I) Voters believe, by a 2-1 margin,. 
. that most politicians ·don't care 
·about them: · 
2) .58% believe that "people with 
power" are out to take advantage 
·of them. 
.· 
IBM ciass In session 
3) 49% believe th~t "quite a few of 
the people running for govern-
ment are a little crooked." 
4) 68% feel that "over the last ten 
years this countrfs leaders have 
consistently lied to the American 
people." 
. 5) 57% believe that "both 
Republican and Democratic par-
ties are· in favor· of big business 
rather than the ave~age worker." 
If these results are significant, they 
. . . 
students· 
By MARIA MALANDRA 
New• Still Writer 
Through the efforts of those 
senators who organized the recent 
Student Government Booksale pro-
ject Xavier students were abie to sell 
. back old textbooks at 50% of the 
original cost. 
The booksale idea first got started 
in January, 1974. At that time, the 
booksale was not run on the present 
cash-on-demand. Students brought 
in their textbooks but did not receive 
payment until their books were 
have impact far . beyond the up-
coming Presidential election. Some 
students feel that the picture of ti;e 
American voter presented to us is 
one which "will not be changed by 
new voting machines, clear instruc-
tions~ or. i"eports · cif· campaign 
budget_s." The picture presented, as 
Student Gov't Book Sale resold. 
. This year the method was changed 
·-- . ---··--- ·~ 
Wliile the Student Government Book Exchan,;e paid o.ff'for the students, .to make it 'easier for students to sell 
Polls to page 12 
Student Govemme111 once again incurred a loss. · · 
. .. Book to page 12 
' . ·;'., 
- ·...:. 
l·B·M:·::·stu·de,n~t-s. wor,k ·:fas-t 
to management degree 
By RITA SCHOENFELD 
N-• 51111 Wrlt1r 
Second semester transfer students 
·are a regular occurrence at Xavier, 
and this year has been no ex~ption. 
A group of 21 such transfer students 
• have taken up residence at 
Brockman. They attend classes, play 
stereos in their roo.ms and some of 
the male students are beginning to 
sport beards .. All regular oc-
currences. However, rather than 
. transferring from other colleges, the . 
members of this group have 
transferred from middle manage-
. ment supervisory positions at the 
Lexington, Kentucky IBM com-
pany. 
dergraduate program which com-· 
bines courses from the colleges of 
Arts and Sciences and Business. 
While they ar~ attending Xavier. the 
IBM students will meet all the stan-
dard requirements of dorm life and 
class performance. but they will be 
t~king · courses at an accelerated 
pace. ·The accelerated pace will 
enable these students to obtain 
associat~ degrees at the end of three 
eight~week sessions: the current ses-
sion, Feb. 2-March 27, the Fall '76 
session, Oct. 17-Dec. 17, and. the 
Spring '77 session, Feb. 6-April I. 
In· order to accomplish this, 
.students attend classes six days a 
week: 8:30 to 12:00 and 2:00 to 5:00 
morning and Logic in .the afternoon, 
so that seven subjects are covered in· 
_an eight week period. According to 
Dr. Hailstones, one of the program~s 
initiators, the IBM students will 
spend as much time in and out of 
class as regular students achieving . 
the same credits - it will simply take 
eight· weeks rather than the usual 
semester length. 
Above i.~ a typical da;s)n Xavier's innovative. ac·cellerated curriculum in 
management, offered to· IBM employees. 
They range in age from 25-45 and 
are working toward associate 
degrees in Business Management at 
Xavier. This is a regular un-
· weekdays -and 8:30 to 12:00 Satur-
. days. The program is structured so . 
that students take two subjects at a 
time, currently Accounting iri the 
The students themselves, 20 men 
and one woman, were screened from 
at least twice as many applicants 
from IBM. Some have had a few 
college level courses, but this is the 
. first full-time college experience for 
all the students. Although challeng-
ed by the accelerated pace they have 
expressed satisfaction with their 
classes arid dorm life. Dr. Hailstones 





Xavier University'.s . McDonal<:I 
Library beg~n converting . its 
classification of books from the 
Dewey Decimal System.· to . the 
Library of Congress (LC) System, 
.beginning.on Monday, February 2. 
Because of its adaptability to com-
puter t'!rhno'logy, the Library of 
Congress system speeds up the 
cataloging process· to about· 2 
minutes per volume compared to 
abou't 7 minutes under the Dewey 
System. · 
The Xavie.r Library isa member of 
the Ohio College Library Center 
(OCLC), a shared, computerized 
cataloging program. which now 
serves about 682 academic libraries 
. Ll:tr•ry to Piii.• ~2 
. ,.,' ,.· 
... 




rogre11 on O;C~nnora. Sp~_rts· Complex _ . . . . . . . . . 
: The.finmdution luid. aiul ihe superstru<·tuie,,•omp./etecl, tlieSp<irt.~:Complt\\·mo1•es toward t'Ompletion despite snow and inclement ll'eather. - -· -··-•· ·T _________ _ 
. . : . ~. ·.~·-: . 
compiled by Joyce Sch19lber 
Herbert Stein. former chairman of the Council o.f Economic Ad-
visers under Presidents Nixon and Ford. will talk about "The Future 
of the American Economy." at Xavier University on Thursd.ay, 
February 26 at 8:00 p.m. The lecture will be held in Kelley Auditorium 
of Alter Hall. The public is invited free of charge. Stein served on the 
President's Council of Economic Adviers from 1969 to 19.74. In addi-
tion to his current work as a speaker, he is a member of the board of 
contributors to The Wall Street Journal. 
•••• 
· Cincinnati Playhouse is offering special $3.00 student tickets for its 
next production, "What the Butler Saw" by Joe Orton. The tickets are 
available for the performances between February 17 and March 14, 
and may be obtained by calling Playhouse at 421:.3888 or U.C.'s Ticket 
Office at 475-4553. · 
••• 
The College of Mount St. Joseph will sponsor a dance Friday, 
February 20 from 9:00· to I :00 in the College Social Center. Tickets are 
$1.50 per person.or $1.25 with college ID. Refreshments will be se_rved. 
• • • 
G. Gordon Liddy, one of the more crazed characters to tumble out 
of the Watergate drama, has undergone somewhat of an ideological 
flipflop. It seems Liddy, once a county narc in upstate New York who 
was the first official to investigate Timothy Leary, is now aiding con-
victed drug users. Danny Wilkerson, or "Mr. Dia~ond D" as ~e likes 
to be called, got Liddy to help him prepare a mot1on·that convmced a 
judge to drop his marijuana conviction. Liddy was only returning a 
favor - Mr. Diamond D taught him to play chess while the two were 
cellmates at Danbury Federal Prison. · 
••• 
A talent search is being held for musicians interested in exhibiting 
their musical talent in front of others. A tryout will be held on 
. February 17 between 8:00 and IO:OO p.m. in the Hearth Room. It 
promises to be good experience for aspiring musicians. 
•••• 
Amateur and professional photographers are invited to participate 
in an intensive nirie-hour LEICA photography seminar to be held at 
Xavier University the weekend of February 20 and 21. Directed by. 
Walter Heun. LEICA technical expert, the seminar will run from 7-IO 
p.m. on Friday, February 20 and from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Satur-
day in the University Center Theatre. The program will discuss range 
finder and single lens reflex 35 mm. cameras, meters, lense~. filters, 
close-up photography and lighting. For information or reservations, 
call 745-3737 or Mr. Frederick Sanborn at 561-4740. 
* * * 
If a bill introduced by Senator ~harles Percy (R-111) 'is enacted, 
college students from middle-income families would be entitled to sub-
. stantial tax deferments in order to defray the costs of a college educa-
tion. The bill is geared specifically for the family making $11,000 to 
$16,000 per year. "Concentration on lower income groups," said Per-
cy," has resulted in little or no financial assistance available for the stu-
dent from a middle-income family whose needs are just as great." Per-
cy's bill bases the distribu!ion of the .tax deferments upon the tax 
liability of the family: that is, how much tax are they likely to pay. A 
student from a family making $14,000 a year would be entitled to a tax 
deferment of more than $1,400. The deferment would be paid back to 
the government over a period of three years at seven percent interest. 
SENIORS 
Peace Corps· has new openings for Seniors and 
Grad students receiving degrees in: 
• LANGUAGE • SCIENCE 
•MATH •HOSPITAL: ADM. 
• PHYSICS • PARA-MEDICAL 
Benefits include ·travel, health care .• language 
training, living allowance, 48 days pd. vacation, 
money saved after 2 yrs. service. · 
: Discover what you can do in the Peace:corps by -
talking with a former volunteer at 
COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICE 
FEBRUA.RY 1.1-·19 : ~ .... ,. . . ..:; . ., . 
The; llnf• Ntw1 ·is. the ollicial student 
newsPSP"';. of Xavier University. The 1rticles, pie· 
lures. ·•!id lorm1t are the respon1lbility of the 
0
od1tors and do·not represent the 'views of the adc· 
nunistration. faculty. and student body of Xavier 
unless specifically stilted. 
The New1 ls publlshedweeklyduringtheschOol 
year except during vacation and· examination 
periods by XaviE1r University, Cincinnati, Ohio ·. 
4520.7 Subscriptions are $5.00 per year. The N•WI 
was entered as second class matter. October 4, 
1946: at the Post Office of Cincinnati. Ohio under 
rne Act of March .1. 1879. 
Letters submitted to the New• for publication 
must carry slgn1ture. 1nd address ol writer. 
Commentary 
By Larry·sheehe 
For whom will noticeably overweight young lady matched with some gangling pre-
pu besceri t · who towers over 
·everybody. ·Finally, the. bride. 
radiant and beautiful, will ,appear 
and all eyes will focus on her. . 
the bells toll· next? 
It was Christmas Day and even the 
ringing of the telephone was a plea-
sant sound. · 
"Good morning and Merry 
'Christmas," I answered effervescent-
ly. 
"Hi. is Larry there," queried the 
awkward sounding voice at the other 
end of the line. 
"Speaking," I countered. "What 
can I do for youT' . 
"This is (a good friend from 
Xavier). I just wanted to tell you that 
I did it last night," his voice 
trembled. The trembling gave way to 
excitement as he announced, ''.I gave 
her the ring;We'ni engaged. It's of-
ficial." After a moment's hesitation; 
he proclaimed with a sigh of relief: 
''we're·goirig to get married;" ·· 
"That's great! Congratulations," I 
exclaimed and then proceeded to 
spend the next five minutes con-
gratulating him.some more and tell-
ing him how great it was that the two 
of them had gotten together. 
At the time, I was more excited · 
than he was. He later tried to pef-
suade me that he had been drunk 
that morning; I'm convinced, 
though, that he was in shock. 
Marriage, with its finality and 
totality, can be awesome and 
frightening to a young man con-
templating it. Shock seems t'o be a· 
perfectly natural, if not respectable, · 
reaction for one who hadjust taken 
_ the initial step . 
' . . . 
Some of you may have noticed 
that this column did not appear on 
these pages last~eek. l plead.that my 
presence was required in Cleveland · 
at the wedding of one of my best 
friends (Joe). · 
Joe and I went to high school 
together and though we went our 
separate ways in college (he went to 
Ohio U.), we remained close. Last 
Saturday, .Joe became the first of my 
close friends to "bite the dust" as jt 
were. 
If engagements can be termed 
"shocking" weddings should be 
la be.led "traumatic." 
The actual wedding ceremony 
(Roman· Catholic Rite) is really 
something to behold. I've witnessed 
many. and I've come to the conclu-
sion that the elaborate dramatiza-
tion which takes place.is all a form of 
comic relief for the mental health of 
the couple involved. · 
In this case. St. Michael's Church 
was the stage and the cast included 
some real c·haracters. The Mass itself 
was concelebrated and each priest 
seemed to be trying to out-talk the 
other. One was the hip, relevant, and 
''with-it" young Associate Pastor, 
The eyes of the groom are focused 
so intently upon his bride that they 
a.ppear almost glazed. This is the mo-
ment I came to see. Never before had 
Joe ever stood so straight and stiff. 
He was obviou'sly. nervous, but his 
ga1e seemed to say there was rio_way 
he would back out now. 
·1 could no· longer contain myself 
and started giggling uncontrollably. 
My mirtli was not welcomed by an 
old lady sitting in front of me. When 
she turned and frowned, her con-
. tenance seemed to threaten a sum-
moning of the wrath of "the powers 
that be" if I didn't cease immediately. 
Not willing to tempt fate. I quickly 
regained composure and feigned an 
·apologetic expression. 
The wedding then proceeded nor-
-mally, albeit very slowly, to its con-
clusion. 
I was a little surprised to learn that 
the "speak now or forever hold your 
peace·~ ultimatum had been omitted .. 
I inight add, to.o. that I was disap-
. pointed when the older (a!!d louder) 
priest neglected to remind us that 
"what God had joined together. let 
no man put asunder.'' All in all, 
·though, it wasn't a bad production as 
while the other was an older priest evidenced by the handclapping ova-
who really seemed to get off on the tion given by the audience when the· 
sound of his own voice thundering young priest introduced "the new 
from the pulpit and resounding off Mr. & Mrs. Joseph - - -." 
the walls. and ceiling. . • • • 
Before the priests could take over. Why s_hould I devote a column in a 
though, the bridal party had to make . college newspaper to the topic of 
its grand entrance. · Tradit-ionally, marriage'! 
I've always been most amused with -. Obviously, because it's not as far 
this part of the ceremony. A hodge- removed from our situation as we 
podge i.n tuxedos and gowns never sometimes believe. For many 
fails to evoke1a smile from me. This graduating seniors this ·summer . 
would ·be no exception: . could be the start of a new life; Four 
Bridal parties always seem to start years have passed quickly, and the 
with some tiny girl desperately.con- ... end of our college career is in sight. 
centra.ting on marching in time on So where do we go from he·re'? 
her way up the aisle. Her partner is Fortunately, weddings are 
usua~!~ an equally diminutive person . traditionµlly coupled with recep-
who ~~ to.o scared to do an.Yt.hmg but tions (and at Xavier,.a party by any 
appea! pious. After the m~m-peopl~, . . other name is· still a party). That is 
the members of the party increase m · why I ask, "For whoin will the bells 
statur_e. Inevitably, there will be one ·toll next." I've got a calendar to plan. 
---A.A~S.A. ·head Johnson dies-----
The Xavier community suffered a· free time and. energy: :Realizing a 
tragic Joss with the death of Antonio need for social change· in America, 
Johnson. Antonio passed away at . Antonio strived to bring about 
3:00 AM. at Cincinnati General change both on and off campus, by 
Hospital on Sunday, February 8th, . stressing· a need for mino.rity ·in-
1976. Antonio was a Junior here at dependance, strength, and develop~ 
Xavier, working toward a degree in ment. Antonio almost ·single 
Urban Studies. While studying, An- handedly.t~ckled theenormo,us task 
tonio also served as president of the of orgamzmg a Black ~wareness 
Afro-American Student Associa- Week on campus last year, and. he 
tion, where he devoted most of his · gave every ounce of effort to help in 
. th~t same task this. year:Antonio's 
num~rolis awards and citations for 
leadership, strength, and fortuitous 
dedication are only indicative of the 
man. We ·are reminded of Tony's 
now famous closing which he used to 
bid fa~ewell to the readers of his 
letters · t-f correspondence, and I 
quote: 
"Yours in the stru11le, 
Antonio Johnson" 
........... ~ •. ~·~·····j···············~······························~··· 
PEA.CE CORPS-VISTA 
Convert yourexperience in Academia to work in 
.. UpperVolta, Chad, Mali,:Belize, Togo, Rwanda, 
. .. Bahrain, Tonga, and sixty other nations where 
.: people w'ill benefit from your efforts in ·. 
. ~· ·- ·. •EDUCATION •HEALTH 
: •ADMINISTRATION •SKILLED 
~ -TRADES 
~· Talk'With Former Volunteers 
~. PLACEMENT ·OFFICE . . . . . . FEBR·UARY 17-19 
.. 
: . . 
:: ·.. . . . . . .. . ... ·. : 
~·.········~····························~································ 
. WANTED: 
Marrie~ Couple To .Live Har-
moniously For Four Weeks 
For A $1000.00 Reward 
Cell Verl Wheeler 
: WUBE 621-6960 
RESEARCH 
Thousands ·of Topics 
send for vhur up-to-date, 160· 
·page, mail order catalog. Enclose 
$HOO to cover postage and 
handling .. 
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By TOM FU'NN Nevertheless, the Communique con- Tom recalls. Unfortunately, the little 
Con1r111u11n1 EdllOr tinued arriving at: his former abode. d d'd • h car 1 n t ave a space fort hat par-
The Xavier Communique excited After rece.i.~i~g his . ''paper for ticular message. 
controversy when its ~anuary issue _older persons late ~nd ~orwarded, I d' 
r--------.utterly failed to mentfon Xavier's Tom wr~t.e the University ~nd re- dea~h.!~ have a space for "date of 
tuition increase. But ·. even more quested an address correction. "I 
curi_ous to the . eyes of . the dis- assu~e they ~e~eived t~~ letter," So, Tom filled ii in; ;Wh~h he 
criminatiitg pundit, is what did get To~ speculate.s. I mean, 1t s a pretty mailed in the card, he was confident 
into the Jan. tiary issue straightforward matter to mail a it would attract attention. 
· letter" 
On the fif!h of its buff-colored , X.U ·ro 1 . . .· . . You see, Tom has lived in Cincin-pages was a hst of recently deceased · P mpt Y se~t a busmes.s- nati ever since he graduated. He still 
alumni. Among them· Thomas J reply. ~rd. to Toms parents '" hangs out on campus almost daily, 
Gush, B.S., Class of'72: The late Mr: ~etrmth ask~g them if they had any and sees an acquaintance of his, Jean 
Gush served as editor of the News in ea w ere om was. Dye, editor of the Communique, 
his senior year, and as president of r-------------------------Alpha Sigma Nu the following year. 
. He appeared in Who's Who Among 
Comm. · un· ,·queStudems ~nd in. 'the National Stu-dem Regmer. At the announced · · . . ff time of his death he was working 
bu m PS 0 . toward a Master's degree in · . Mathematics. In short, ·.the late 
form e. r ·N' e ws Thomas Gush was an exemplary · , ·paragon of what every Xavier stu-
d 
. t. . dent should hope to be ... or, that is,. e I 0 r . Thomas Gush should have been, 
• • • save for · one tiny flaw in his ' • t character. I n p r.1 n . You see, he's still alive. 
· · "I hope you don't plan denying the 
truth of their report that I'm dead," a 
definitely responsive Tom Gush told 
this reporter in a telephone inter-
view. It seems Tom only has six 
hours to go on· his graduate degree, 
and he hopes maybe it'll be bestowed 
on him posthumously before the 
truth gets out. Anyway; says Gush, 
his alma mater's welfare always in 
mind, "We can't doubt the truth of 
anything in the Communique, can 
we'r' · 
------- How does one go"about getting 
killed off in the pages of the Com-
munique? For Tom Gush, it wasn't 
easy. . . 
It all started the last time Tom 
moved. He carefully warned 
everyone who had his old address on 
a mailing list -- including Xavier. 
The "late" Tom Gush 
Tom saw the card when he visited 
his parepts on a recent vacation, and 
filled it out. "I wanted to tell them to 
quit sending me theirjunk mail," 
almost every week. Not only that. 
Tom knew that any ·report of an 
alumni death would eventually . be 
processed through the Computer 
Center. "I should hope 1hey know 
me," Tom says. "I worked there six 
years. I assumed· somebody would 
see the card and say, 'What's he up 
to'r" 
Nobody did - not the Computer 
Center, an.d not the Communique, 
which ultimately hit the stands with 
Tom Gush in the Died Ju/y-
December 1975 box, his date of 
death listed as September 3, 1974. 
"That is the year I gave them. At 
least they have that right," Tom ad-
mits. · 
Tom even held a short conversa-
tion with the editor of the Com-
munique in the Hinkle Hall en-
tranceway late in December - at 
which' time the editor was 
proofreading copy for thatJanuary 
Communique. It's highly unlikely 
that the editor was actually proofing 
the obituary while she talked to 
Tom. But whoever proofed it -
"Apparently they don't ascertain the 
facts too well," Tom suggests. 
How does it feel to be dead? Tom 
admits he's earned ·some notoriety in 
the Grill. "Rumor has it I 0.D.'d on 
'panther' (GriU coffee) because I 
couldn't get a job." 
Tom still awaits the one thingthat 
would make his "death" complete -
a favor which can be granted only by 
the man who once asked about 
another News editor, ·"Is John 
Lechleiter still alive'r' 
"I'm not sure whether Fr. Mul-
ligan has sent my parents a note of 
condolence," says Tom. Interesting-
ly, ·he and Mulligan swapped 
pleasantries on the Mall after the 
Communique came out, at which 
time Mulligan remembered Tom by 
first name. 
Mr. Gush wants to tell the Xavier 
Community "once and for all" that 
he is alive, and plans to remain that 
way - even if, as Mr. Gush once 
said, "The Communique doesn't 
quite agree." 
Pollock urges Studen.ts: Look· into Financial Aid 
By MARY ANN BUESCHER · 
........... ltlltllf 
The Financial Aid Office has in• 
formation on new regulations for 
eligibility for several grants which 
may make more Xavier students 
available for money from Ohio In-
structional Grants and the Basic 
Grants. Charles. Pollock, director of 
Financial .Aid Office at Xavier, 
emphasized that "it is important for 
students to stop in the office and find 
out about these things ·as soon as 
possible." 
The ·Ohio Instructional Grant 
(0 I G) applications are now 
available in the FinanCial Aid Office. 
The 010 is available to full-time un-
~ergraduates (12 hours or more) 
w.ho are Ohio residents. Pollock ex• 
plained that whereas these 
applications ·were previously 
processed only three or four times a 
year, now they will be processed 
every month. Those students apply-
ing for a grant by March I will be 
notified of their status by the end of 
the month. 
In. addition, the talbes regulating 
eligibility for the OIG have been 
altered. Some students nto eligible 
before ma~ be eligible now. Saving·s 
of the student and family . wete 
previously taken directly into con-
sideration bu~ this restriction has 
been dropped. Now any student 
whose family's total income (father, 
mother,.and student income& com-
bined) for 197S is less than $17,000 
may be eligible. 
Pollock noted that there are 
ClllUllE= 
If ·you've got .it prove it. If you want 
it, work for it. If you think you're a 
leader, show us. That's what we ask 
and expect of every college man c 
who enters our Platoon Leaders 
. Class~mmissioning prog.ram. PLC 
... with grou.nd, air and law options, 
summer training, and the chance for 
up to $2,700 in financial assistance. 
1;3ut to make our team ... you have to 
~eet o. ur ch.allenge. •. 
1HEIARINESARE LOOKING · . ·. 
Fiii A FEW GOOD IEN. . . . • 
·For More Information About Marine 
· · Officer Programs 
CALL COLLECT: 
MAJOR JQE LOWERY 
(513) 684-2845 
Thu11C1er1 fHni•ry 12. 1111 . 
/ 
J 
special exceptions made for the for University financial aid should 
applicant who has had a "drastic pick up one of . the appropriate 
change in circumstances:" the death packets in the Financial Aid Office. 
of family bread-winner, loss of The packet for independent students 
employment, e_tc. Pollock en- · (those students not supported by 
. couraged students to whom such in- parents, not living at home, and not 
formation pertains to come talk to claimed as a tax deduction by 
him. parents) includes a Xavier financial 
Basic Grant applicatiosn are also aid application and a Student Finan-
now available, for full-time and part- cial Statement. The packet for a 
time undergraduates (six hours or dependent student (living at home, 
more). Again, restrictions have been supported by parents. or claimed as 
changed and "it might be worthwhile a tax deducation) includes a Xavier 
for a student ineligible ·before to financial aid applicatilYll and a 
check the new restrictions," accor- Parent's Confidential Statement. 
ding to Pollock. · These applications should be filed as 
Finally, Pollock announced that soon as possible, since, according to 
would like to have the scholarship 
awards ready for students by May. 
"I can't emphasize enough,'' said 
Pollock, "the necessity of resubmit· 
ting a financial aid statement every 
year, even . if the student already 
receives aid.'' All students applying 
for aid from Xavier, whether federal 
funds or a Presidential or University 
scholarship, must file a financial aid 
application. Students applying .for 
work-study jobs on campus also 
must file these forms. 
Additional information can be ob-
tained by contacting Mr. Charles 
Pollock in his office on the ground 
Ooor of the University Center or by 
calling 74S-314 I. those applying for federal funds and Pollock, the Financial Aid Office 
~-----------------------------
BE CAREFUL 
HOW YOU LISTEN 
to the Spirit in your I ife ... 
·r 'f ' .·~ *~ 
·~~ 
. ..... 3 
Barry 
Lyndon 
Stanley Kubrick's new film, Ba"Y 
Lyndon, is a departure from his 
·other major work& in that it reaches 
into the past. The other big films -
Dr. Strange/ave, 2001, A Clockwork 
Orange - deal with the present and 
future; their theme in some way con· 
cems man's creations ptting out of 
hand. But also in them, implicitly or 
overtly, is the theme of alienation, of 
dehumanimtion, and that is precise· 
ly what Barry Lyndon ii all abOut. 
Set in the mid-eipteenth century, 
Barry Lyndon is a Thackeray novel 
of initiation and -subsequent 
dehumanimtion. ·Most nineteenth· 
century British novels of initiation 
eventually assimilate their heroes 
into the social order, but Thackeray 
perceives middle· and upper-class 
society as pervasively corrupt with 
greed for material wealth. The young 
leads him calculatingly to win the 
love of the fabulously wealthy and 
beautiful Lady Lyndon,- wiiose 
elderly husband die1 opportunely. 
The two marry; the lady is made 
rampantly unhappy by her 
husband's indifference, . but his 
feelings, after all, have been dulled 
by yean of artifice; nor can his new-
found wealth make him happy, 
thoup he 1quanden it proftiptely. 
Barry Lyndon's only genuine delight 
is his son, on whom he lavishes all 
the love of which h~ is latently 
capable; the boy dies young, and as . 
Barry thorouply has alienated his 
wife's son, circumstances lead to his 
complete downfall. He dies pen· 
niless, childless, and loveless, once 
more a gambler, thoup this time not 
so successfully. 
Thus, Thackeray's novel is con· 
r..,.. .. .J .... 
Irishman Redmond Barry begins his 
adulthood as an .honest, sensitive 
and passionate young man, but is 
conditioned by constant social 
reiteration into a firm belief that 
wealth is the 111lljor factor by which 
personal worth is measured. He 
never becomes a lout, but over the 
course of his development, after 
fighting in the Seven Years' War for 
both the British and Prussians, a 
stint as a spy, and several yean as a 
professional gambler in the 
fashionable salons of Europe, Barry 
cultivates a chilly sclf.:interest which , .... 
ventional in moral and cir~ · 
cumstance, though not so much in 
theme. The catchpoint is that Barry 
never is in control of his destiny from 
th!' moment he leaves his native 
county, but is forced· into a frantic 
scrabble for survival, taking the best, 
sometimes the only, opportunity of 
the moment, no matter how out-
rageous. He learns to say and appear 
to do what others expect of him. 
Even upon marrying Lady Lyndon, 
a mo'Ve:.which should give him his 
freedom, he finds himself bound: the 
· money is not his, but hers; and the 
Ryan O'Neal plays. the '~doring father to young David Morley in Stanley Kubrick's "Barry Lyndon." 
British peerage guards its ranks listless prome'1ades; from clear Irish deed Kubrick ciompre11e1 most of 
jealously. He is always the upstart, complexion1100 rouge, powder and Lyndon's lifetime into three hours -
. forced to spend untold sums upon beauty spo.-; from wild Irish wit to but in Barry Lyndon's most noteable 
art and music and entertainment in black hUJhor. The film becomes moments, Kubrick exploits time by 
an attempt to belong. He loses most more alld more enclosed, within shooting certain scenes in· natural 
of his native capacity for happine11, doors, until almost ;:he only outdoor time; this is U'1Settling because we are 
jaded and entrapped, ever iean:hing shots are of Lyndon and j his son accustomed to having everything 
for what he has lost the ability to Brian, fencing and · fishing and compressed, or sometimes ex-
find. riding. Concurrently, the movie panded. But the scenes Kubrick 
Kubrick's premise in· choosing becomes more and more static, the wants to stick - the duel scenes, the 
Barry Lyndon to film is that the shots linger nearly to sta1ines1. . battle scenes - are shot in as much 
novel moves cinematicaUy; he has Kubrick wishes to place us into the time ai they actually take to occur, 
followed it with exaction. Thus, the characten as much as does the third- and the effect is excruciating. British 
film moves slowly and deliberately person-omniscient of the novel. soldien advance on the French; the 
- so slowly, in fact, that it would be Thus, there is a narrator who oc- French fire, British fall, and the rest 
dreadfully dull were it not visually so casionally cuts in with sentences close· rank& and keep going. This 
fasc:inatin1. Barry Lyndon is an from the original text to clarify oc- happens· three or four times, u we 
awesomeexampleofthefilmmaker's currences, smooth transitions, and 1quirin at the stupidity and futility 
art, of the power of the camera to explicate character- generally with and horror of it all. Or, Barry Lyn-
draw· the eye over and into the sub~ heavy irony. Kubrick also hu a don and his wife's son duel, and we 
ject; it is an explicator of society, of Felliniesque talent for casting die all through t~e preparations and 
the human mind. Each ihot is revelatory faces, which seem. in a instruction, as the son's pistol mis-
beautifully composed and lit, many single shot to expose the character fires, and it is explained that 
so stunningly that gasps are heard behind them, combined with his technically he has fired, and it is Lyn-
throupout the audience. Indeed, ability to probe with the camera, to don's tum, and he is asked· if he is 
the frames are like paintings: reveal a society's value& by mere ready to receive fire; the countdown 
landscapes . and portraits and still close-ups of its accoutrements. Barry again, until the boy vomits in sick 
~ fear, and we wait and watch the 
. r others' embarassment as he spews 
lifes. The lighting is natural, pouring 
silver throup ·windows; for night 
scene·s, K:ubrick uses a new fast film 
allowing him to shoot in candlelight. 
Pools of dim warm gold are cast en-
trancingly over faces, smoke and 
shadows flicker; outside the light the 
darkness is astonishing. 
Visually, the film reflects Barry's 
development from· natural man to 
would-be social lion. There is a 
movement from striking Irish and 
European countrysides into salons 
and. static formal gardens; from Irish 
country dances to gambling and 
Lyndon is indeed a period piece in its 
attention to detail, its careful art-like 
framing, even in tlie eighteenth-
century music which comprises the 
score and so well, by itself and with 
the visuals, evokes the spirit of the 
age. Kubrick has made more than a 
pretty movie; the details are not to 
distract, but to instruct. · 
The pace of the film also is in keep· 
ing with the period - measured and 
stately - but Kubrick toys with time. 
to aid psychological exposition. 
cinema as a matter of course in-
terferes with space and time - as in-
his guts out against the barn wall, 
and it all begins again ... The ~ension 
puts us right there, puts fear and 
nausea into our own stomachs. 
For the most part, the acting is 
superb, though Ryan O'Neal (Barry 
Lyndo~) and Marisa Berenson 
(Lady Lyndon) generally are unlike-
ly candidates for the difficult roles . 
. Both do a creditable jot;, though 
O'Neal's Irish brogue is flawed and 
he has toruble expressing deep emo· 
tion through the first part of the 
movie. But he seems to warm, until 
his tears at his son's death appear 
genuine. Berenson is called upon 
mostly to stare gloomily and wear 
fantastic costumes and hairstyles, 
which she docs quite well with her 
frail thinness and great melancholy 
eyes. All the lesser parts are 
beautifully cast and performed. 
Barry Lyndon will not be a pop· 
ular movie, though everyone will go 
to see it. They will like the lively first 
h'llf, and fidget through the slower 
second. Its popularity, however, is 
irrelevant to its artistic merit. Never 
has a novel been converted to cinema 
and remain~d so much a pieee of 
literature. The only film ap-
proaching it is Russell's ·Women in 
Love, another extraordinarily 
beautiful film which, though follow-
ing the novel, is basically cinema. In 
Barry Lyndon the distinction 
between literature and cinema is · 
blurred .. It i's an artistic 
phenomenon, and it may never be 
done again. 
So go - well-reited, that you may 
endure the film's three.:hour length 
·and enormous emotional demands. 
And lest you cringe at the 
melodrama, remember that this is a 
period piece, and that the ludicrous 
. emotion in such a context is a valid 
. chapter of literary and social history. 
, .;-:;-Ani,a. P~i:k 
. . X1VlerNIWI 
.:'Night at the,.,/Jpera:" Que.en on thrpne ·of ro_ck 
~. ;· 1 .<. 
.. <_ ~::·, .. ·:i-~:) !· ~ ·.-~ ,·. 
· With-the release of .. Niglu-~t-the on. th~ album. Brian May, the.lead 
. Opera," Queen has bcC:ome a "super 1u1tanst, proVides as well' the 
~oup" ii! En~~d ~nd prom~ to orchestral backdrops and such 
· . n~ to hip d11t1nct10'! . ~ere. 1n t~e . strange and foreip insturmeitts as a 
_U_mted States. ~~atunn1 d1ffe~nt Japanese kofo; a Hawaiian 'ukelclc,· 
types of rock mu11c (foU(, classical, and a . f~ll strin1 harp. T1'e~~o:u1.-_ 
.. ~~~!Y-::·metaJ,.: ... bubb•e~,m, ~~11d·;--sroifin~equately hanaied by Ropr 
nost.alpc), . the LP. ~as . a unlq~e :T1tylor w1tho~t any frills. But it is the 
~ppeal that ha~ made 1t t~~ #l'album· , fo~h member, John Deacon, who 
· ID En3land. It IS slowly rs1n1 ~ft the · ·. wutimately makes . the album a 
U.S. c~arts (#35 on Billboard last winner. By doublin1 on bass ·.wtar 
. week).c and piano Deacon adds the riChness 
Using absolutely rio synthesizers 
(a claim.this reviewer found hard to 
believe); ·Queen achieves excellent 
rifts to blend with their melodic har-
moni~s: One interesting aspect is 
that many of the vocali?atiohs are 
· performed a C!lppella. The members 
of the group share in the composing . 
· · ·duties but Freddie Mercury; lead 
vocalist and leader of.the group, also 
leads in t.he number of compositions 
Rug)ftoom 
• ---
the music deserves;. he shows clearly 
that he possesses .a strong -
background in.classical music. 
· The albuni begins with a crescen-
do of J6ur .·different guitars that 
moves into a raunch 'n roll song 
called, fittingly enough, "Death on · 
Two Legs." After a beautiful begin-
ning the song dies; however, it is 
from. this point that "Night at the 
Opera" goes on to be<;ome a superbly 
enacted production. "Lazing on a 
"l am Also You" 
"Little Blue, Little Yellow" 
Sunday ~ftemoon" is done in a harmonies on the album in "The 
Rudy Vallee-mepphone voice with Prophet's Soni." At one point the 
piano and· guitar well mixed in the .song-goes into a pure vocal arrange-
. backgro~nd. ~s the ~ut ends there is · meni with no musical accompani-
~n eru~t1on .. ?.f ~us1c as Jh~ band_ ment, and again diere is a fast build-
Jwnl!,s i~to ni:i 1n L'?ve W!th ~Y . up into a heavj acid. rock, but the 
Car, with farcical lyrics wr1tt~n. in song ends with a virtuoso guitar solo 
c~ntempt of ~II ~ose early S1xt1es by Brian May. "Love of my Life" is a 
hit~ of the ~ahfom1a crowd ~~veri~g purposely overdone statement of 
their OTO ~ an~ ~orvettes. You re misery over a Jost love. 
M~ Best Fnend is one o~ those "to.P A return to the old-time style of 
~O types that .most senous music the Thirties is "Good Company." It 
listeners but w~1ch Queen s01~1eho~ precedes the top cut of the album, a 
pulls off w1tho~t !!1a~mg,, ~t song which is likely to be a classic in 
. ~ub~leg~m. ~ollo~mg Fnend is rock history. "Bohemian Rhapsody" 
39, written JUst hke an old Woody is already a number-one hit in Bri-
~uthrie P.rotest song. "Swe~.t La~y" ta in where it has reigned almost since 
_is a typncal rocker, but Seaside its release. It is the culmination of all 
Re.ndezvous," one of. the five songs the diversity shown on the album. 
~ntten by Mercury, 1s o~e of those This is Queen's third; it may put 
h.ght, bouncy ~ongs to wh1c~ one can Queen on the throne of progressive 
sit back and listen: and en3oy. rock for quite a while. 
. Side two' begins with the finest -Michael R. Brown 
• "Leo Beverman" April 13 
• "That's Me" (Alan Arkin) 
· • "River Boy" · 
• "A Time For Burning" 
• 
flickers 
Rick Htilefeld, Coordinator of • 
Brockman Activities,. will be show- • 
ing movies every Tuesday night in 
the Rug R®m of Brockman's Base. 
ment. The films wi'l begin at s:3o 
p.m., and are free to everyone, 
March 2 
• .· .. The Game" · March 23 Aprll 27 














. . . 
~. ""Febliia_1y~-r1.\ ~· . - .... < ~---.-~ .... :·:-::-.)., ... 
• "The 0Pcn·Window" (Saki) 
• ''Shooting Galle_ry" 
• "What on Earth" . . . 
• . "Help, my SnowiDari is Burning 
Down" · 
.February 24 
· !t .. "The ~ritic" (Mel Brooks) 
,.. ..Great Chase" (W.C. Fields) 
· • "Death of a Peasant" 
I '· l"~ .I( ~ 
• · "Enter Hamlet" . • "Night and Fog" 
• "Film" (Samuel Beckett, Buster • "Picture in Your Mind" 
. ... --... --.,-~."F'r·e-·e-d·· o· n·-l~ w· -,·n ... n ..e.r's"' .. . ··Kearon} · ·-,,·-:· ',.:·,----- ' . • 
• "It's about this Carp~riter" · • ''Tarantella" 
March 9 
· • ."Foreign. Correspondent" 
· (Alfred Hitchcock) 
March 30 
• "Bolero" 
• "Very Nice, Very Nice" 
• "Pas de Deux" 
March 16 . Aprll6 
· -· .... .::: ·· · "Gllil ;;peciaiisc'" \'N-.C."Fieidsf ... 
. e "Parable" 




• "Tribute to Dylan Thomas" 
• "Ballad Adagio" . · 
• "Harold and Cynthfa" • ''The General" (Bu.ster Keaton) • · "Karate'' 
.. ,. Do.wn .. _Hom·e Pickih' at the ·aack Door 
Followers of the local folk mU.ic 
scene, and the impoverished local 
fold musicians, have· recently found · 
re!lson to rejoice, as two Clifton es-
tablishments in the past few months 
have decided_ to push fold music. 
Shipley's Tavern on McMillan, a 
long-time college favorite among 
watering-holes, started booking folk 
acts towards the erid of the year. 
Reception has been reasonably good 
- generaily large crowds, though 
occasionally sQmewhat rowdy for 
. the listener who prefers mellowing 
out to the stomping of feet. Walter 
Craft and Rick Lisak are among the 
musicians who hold down evenings 
on Ship's weekly roster. Sometimes 
guest artists or audit{oning 
musicians keep things going.be,tween 
the main act'~ sets. It might'.a_lso be 
mentioned here that those w..bo are 
. not aficionados ot'th~ fold scene may 
. also enjoy Shi.pley's for its fin;e"food 
'and gigantic selection of be"ers at 
reasonable prices. 
The Back Door Coffee House at 
the United Christian Ministries 
House on Clifton Ave. offers some 
of the best music, one of the nicest at-
mospheres, and the most attractive 
price -- absolutely free - of any 
place in town. Pied Piper favorites 
Dave Pinson and 'Greg Jowaisis, 
known collectively now as Bringing 
in the G~orgia Mail;' MC the open-
mike festivities. ·Breezing through in . to pay for the music,, coffee, tea, 
the. course of a Friday evening may - chocolate, nut bread, cookies, and . 
be Wa_lter Craft, Denny Buck, Jules relaxing atmosphere t_hat pervades 
Rosen,AmeBrav,oranyofthelocal the room. Good times get underway 
. folk/blues/country pickers, blowers at the Back Door at nine,· and last 
or fiddlers. The emphasis here, until midnight. If you play with any 
though, has been.on traditional folk; reasonable. (acility, bring your axe, 
Georgia Mail's old-timey string~ but get there early - most of the 
band dance tunes are perhaps the local folkies are willing to try their 
best sounds in town at this time, and hand here, and 'the list of musicians 
when combined with Rosen's vir- waiting to play fills up quickly. 
tuoso banjo frailing, or perhaps a · , Shipley's and the Back Doo'r do 
fiddler or harp player or two ... well, not yet represent a sudden Cincin-
one gets the impression of traveling nati folk boom, but nevertheless 
back in time :ibout a hundred years, show that the town will support real 
or at least fifteen, to the salad days of folk music - certainly an en-
Greenwich Village. Donations are couraging sign to hungry folk 
asked, but not required; a small price musicians and fans in the area. 
Can't anyone help poor Mary . 
Hartman? S_he is now being held cap-
tive by a mass murderer in anaban- . " 
doned.Chinese laundry, her husband 
Pioneer of Dope Opera 
and stock characterizations, an.d 
thrives on bland situations given 
overly-crncia I significance. 
The question of whether to serve 
non-dairy creamer or real cream toa 
is carrying. on with another woman, 
her· mother .has another headache, 
her sister · wants to marry a deaf 
mute, and her neighbor Lorettajust 
found out that' she isn't pregnant 
after all. · ' 
"Mary Hartman! Mary Hart-
man!" is the "hot potato'' of channel 
19 and the current rage across the na-
. t_ion. Aired opposite the 11 :00 p.m. 
news in New.York, Los Angeles and 
Chicago, it is stealing huge audiences 
of former news viewers. Everyone· 
from boot-camp marines to 
graduate philosophy students have 
become hooked on this outrageous 
drama; · · 
A masterful satire on soap operas, 
''Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman" 
exaggerates and undercuts the con-
ventions of soap opera to the point . 
of absurdity, never letting on that 
there is anything at all absurd about 
it. Filmed with all th" heart-break 
and ·high. seriousness of. "Guiding 
Light," .. Mary Hartman's" comedy 
. springs from unattractive bumbling 
The. Late~t Nielson TV ratings . of the two hour "Rich Man, .Poor 
were released recently, and for the Man" movie placed 18th in the 
.. iu_ •. •_.. 1-.. ..,;,; .·· ·••·· third straight week(ABC led NBC ratings. . 
Thlllldar, ,._,, ti, tt71 
·)~:·Vi~··~···'•·,.·, . 
.L ~klalli . and CBS in the networks ratings . Other Top 20· shows: 2. "All In 
· · race, capping 32.9% of the viewer Family,". 3. "Happy Days,'.' 4~ . ·. Ba_· . ti_n.a._ ·. '  • audience. Its llLaverne and Shirley" "Phyllis," 5. "Maude," 6. "$6 Million 
~,,· . premier led 6~ rated programs with Man," 7. "Sonny & Cher," 8. 
._ ________ 49%ofthehomeaudienceanda35.I· "Rhoda," 9. "Bionic Woman," ·10 .. 
\.. .·rating. F~r~~~~·.i~~ opening episode ·:~.~~~;" 11. "Ba~~tt~·:: 12: ... 
' .... ,.· 
·guest racks poor Mary's brain and is 
given organ-throbbing emphasis. 
·The affair between Tom and Mae.is 
so dull and unromantic it is 
ludicrois. 
"Mary Hartman's" time has come. 
"Mary Hartman" represents the 
pioneer in the genre of the TV dope 
opera. Look for the typical Norman 
tear series of spin-offs, a la "All in 
the Family:•; There is already a large 
Mary Hartman following in the 
dorms. Got troubles? Tribulations 
getting you down? Tune in "Mary 
Hartman." Your· troubles will 
suddenly seem small. 
"Waltons~" 13. ''Sanford&Son," 14. Kotte'r," 31. "American Music 
0 Starsky & Hutch," IS. "Hawaii Awards" special, 41. "Joe 
Five-0," 16. ABC Friday movie, . Forrester," 45~ "Bronk," 52 ... Doc," 
"Deliverance," 17. "Barnaby Jones," 54. ..Blue Knight," 59. "Lola" 
· 19. "One Day At Time" and 20. "Ko- special, 60. "On The Rocks," 61. 
jalc." · . "Almost Anything Goes,"62. "Swiss 
Here's · how other first-season Family Robinson," 63. "Flannery & 
shows rated: 22 ... Donny & Marie . · Quilt" special and 66. "Circus Of 
Osmond," 23. "Welcome Back, Lions" special. 
' ....•. ·,, \•.'·.· '-'•' ' .. ·.•:·:•.: 
:.rcliM USHER, SPORT~ EDITOR. 
·women's B-ball: sp .. anks 
_ ___;,..._ ___ .Hano·ver in fa·mily a-ffair-· -----i 
SEASON SCH_EDULE 
Feb. 10 Thomas More (H) 7:00 
Feb. 12 Edgecliff College (H) 7:00 
Feb. 14 Lincoln Christian College (H) 10:00 
Feb. 17 Campellsvllle College (A) 6:30 
Feb. 19 Cincinnati Bible College (H) 7:00 
Feb. 23 Spalding College (A) 7:00 
Feb. 24 University of Louslvllle (A) 7:00 
Feb. 27 John Carroll Unlveralty (A) 5:30· 
Feb. 28 Lakeland College (A) 7·00 
March 1 Wilmington College (H)' 7:00 
(Senior Night) 
.' ·' . . . 
The · female- venion · oi · most occurred under the ... c_o~r.! .. alL,. the_ ~bile ~he_ .. 
Muskie , basketball con- basket where the real battle Muskie defense suddenly-
.. tinued its winning ways last was being fought;. to~ghened up. The final 
Thursday at friendly Sheila Connolly provid- point spread.resulted and 
Schmidt· Memo ria I ed the offensive entertain- what had beenasee-sawaf-
Fieldhouse, S0-36; over the inent for the evening as she fair eventually turned into 
. visitors from Hanover netted a game-high 22 a relatively easy fourth vic-
Coilege .. An estimated points. The snappy tory for coach Tony 
.. standing room only". forward-guard quickly Brueneman. 
crowd of nearly fifty peo- found the range from her To say that the Muskies 
pie jammed themselves familiar corner spot ~nd displayed teamwork in this 
into the "pit" and were brought the Muskies back game would be somewhat 
treated to a hard-fought from.an early 8-2 Hanover of an understatement. The 
victory. lead to tie the score at 10. properterminthisinstance · 
The winning "1argin of Neither team could ret was . family· work as 
fourteen points was not in- enough momentum to · throughout much of the 
dicative of the see-saw bat- mount any sort of break- game the Muskie five in~ tie which really occurred. out, however . the Muskies eluded two pairs of sisters, 
The Muskies' already small did manage to grab a six. Sheila and Mary Connolly 
squad or'only eight healthy point lead and hold it · and .Nancy · and Mary 
players was cut to just six throughout most of the Kevin Maloney. If the un-
eligible players by the time first half. defeated Muskies continue 
the final buzzer sounded as The six point lead was _to show improvement as 
both Mary Ann McKay neither added to nor sub- they have at both ends of 
and Nancy Maloney were tracted from most of these- the court one must wonder 
sent to the bench early with cond half. The- last eigh_t how long U .C. coach Gale 
five personal .fouls and a minutes of the · game, . Catlett can resist putting 
third ph1yer, Vicki Hamm. however, proved to be the them on the Bearcats Sheila Connollv led the wav with ll points in 
played the second half with eventual demise of Men's schedule in his cons- Xavier's 50-36 ·win against-Hanover College 
four fouls. Few of the fouls Hanover as X increased it~ tant search· fof tough op-
could be called "stupid" as lead each time down the ponents.. By Steve Moser .,..,,, ___ ,,., .. ,,__ __ ,;,,,,,_., 
XAVIER vs. U.C. 1 
I· 
Student Ticket·. Information . i 
;;;o 
"" 
t) Gates open at 7:00 p.m. Game starts at 8:05 p.m. No preliminaries. I 
!i 
2). Xaver students enter on "Even" side, at gates marked "Xavier Students" on the Mehring Way~ 
side of the Coliseum (facing River). · ! 
13) Valid 1975-76 Xavier iD cards will admit students. I 
I ~ · 14) The management of the.Coliseum: prohibits pennants, signs, andnoisemakersinsidethearenal 
a 2 
i 5) Parking is availabl~ at Riverfront Stadium lots for SI. 75. · '· ~ 
Joe Nuxlla/l, Voice of the Cincinnati Reds;b;t~ tene t 
Series films with his Reds' folklore a11cd stories. 
I i 
l11N11Mnm111111111iiltl11t1Hllllll•H11t1NllllllllNlllllllllllllllllllllllllll•lllllllllllllllllllllilllllllilllllllllllllilllilllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllillfllllllllllllllll1~. 
CAMPUS :tflNISTRY SPRINGl978 
Speakers_ 
ALL STUDENTS INVITED 
. James Heisig, S.V.D. 
· Professor of Theology, Catholic Theological Union 
."Fairy Tales and the Christian Imagination" ................................. ~ .......................................... · .... ~ .. 
·March 17 · 
March 24 · John Pawlikowski, o.s.M. 
Acting President, Catholic Theological Union · 
· Capitalism and Christianity · 
•···•··•···················•···•········•·••••••••·•••••·•·•·•••••·•••···•••• 
Aprll 7 Francis Fiorenze 
Professor of Theology, Notre Dame University 
Liberation Theology · · 
···················.··································•··············••••·•···· 
Aprll 9 Fountain Square Fools 
Performing at ·the.Spring Carnival ................................... •·• ............................................ . 
May 10 
Feb. 27·29 
Nick Weber, s,J. 
Circlls on the Mall 
.Weekend Away 
:: . . open to all students · 
~····················································~··············~······ 
Retreats 
Mar •. 5·7 . "Llfe-Plannln1 Jletreat" 
juniors and seniors · 
. . .. ;_ .·. . ... ,.-.:.:;".".. .. :· ·.·Aurora~" Indiana:.·· . . . 
•••••• • ..... , ••••••••••.••••••• '! ............. -•••• _:.~ ....... ti .......................... . 
· · .. Mar~ 11.;.21,: .:' ;'. :.: lntereo1111e· Retreat ·. ·· 
:{" · ·· o~n.to,allstudents· ·. 
·.· . . . . . , ;, • . <.; . Milford,. ~h.io .... •· ........................... •.• ..... '• ••... ··•·· ... ~ ..................... •.• ...... . 
' Aprll 2.,4 · ·,· .·~ ·. Week~d Away 
, open to all students 
Glen Helen, Ohio 
. . ,;· 
· 'For lntormat.O", c.11 Tracer Roblon: ·745·3398 
t. •. . .• -....... '., .' · .• '.- . ·- • ' ' • • 
';"1 
.. ' ·,· ... :. 
lbu've always 




There are a lot of iobS lo be done in 
this world, helping people in trouble. in 
pain •. in distress. American R8d Cross 
takes on more of these jobs than any-
. body. Sui-Prised? . 
. ' 
,.' ..... 
. ·... ~ 
Remember: Rea Cross·1s more than 
blood drives. Its more than helping ttie · 
thousaridsof victims of disasters. In fact. 
~merican Red Cross tackles over 100 
different kin'1s of "Helping PeoPle" jobs 
-In ihe city, the suburbs 
wherever you are . 
· We need money. it's true, so we can 
go on offering all our free services. But 
we also.need hearts. And hands.' Arid 
conviction. 
Call your _local chapter. Join us. 





:: .. ;:' .. ' 
,. 
· .. 
. ' ' ·~ 





XU'~ top scorer likes Xavje,_r and "The Pit" 
l.~•:: 
Garry Whitfield, Xavier's leading . team. It looked like I could step right play .a good majcr college sc~edule 
scorer, is a transfer from Brewer in and play here, so liere I am. and that's okay with me. 
State, Alabama Jr. -College. Last Ush: What was the toughest arena to Ush: What was your best game last 
year Whitneld averaged 29 points play in this year and why? year at Brewer St.'! 
and 9 bounds per game to be named Whltfi,kl: Detroitwaspackedwitha Whitfield: When we played 
the MVP in the State of Alabama. lot ofnoisyfans. Of course, we didn't Lomihtama in Greenville, I had a 
"Whit," who calls Holt, Alabama play that good as a team that night,. pretty good night th1,u night. 1 ..scored . 
~· Cishome,isasociologymajor,andis anyway,butitwas.stillatoughplace. so and that was alright. I won't 
interested in social work as a.career. Ush: Why do you think the forget that one: 
~s~: Did you'.haveanyprobiemsad- ,JJsh: What do you think of the 
1ustingtoma1orcollegiateb~ll? p . . · ·· · ·, ·ma'gica} ... wo,rld .. of Schmidt 
~hltfiekl: No, not really. This year I layer Preflle Memorial? · . . - .. 
handled the ball a lot more though. I . • Whitfield: Well, the nickname fits it 
had to get used to that be~usedown iy right, "The Pit." It's OK though, I 
there I played forward. ,.. IJ • . . like it. · 
Ush: How. would. you ?define your A·- . 8 er Ush: Did you come into this season 
I role on the ~uskete~rs. . ... , with any personal or team goals? 
I Whl!lfeld: Im .basically. a . play- Musketeers ha.vent ~one that well Whitfield:, Well, everybody on the 
~· .'-!aking gua~d who sets things up. ·on the road th1~ ye~r. · . team wants to have a winning 
· U~h: What 1s your best basketball Whltfiekl: I d~n t think t.he ?PPOS~ng · season. Personally, I set my mind to. 
skill? crowd had much to do with 1t. I think having two good years whatever 
Whit~eld_: •.sues~ I'd ~Y my ability it's ju~t t~ugh to play aw~y from that might be. ' 
to drive inside, and either score or home m different surroundings. We Ush: Was last month your first in-
pass off to the open man. really haven't done that bad on the troduction to snow? 
Ush: Why did you come to Xavier? road, though, because we should Whitfield: No, we had a little down 
Whitfield: They wrote me a lot and have won the games against Kent there, but it was nothing like this. It 
CoachMeyer.camedownafewtirnes State and Dayton: , . . was really deep here. 
and talked with me. Also mv coach Ush: Was Xavter s competitive Ush: Did you have any nicknames in 
to.Id mea lot of good things about x. · schedule tough to adjust to? J.C. ball? _ X.U.'s top scorer 
Later, Xavier flew me up here to see Whitfield: Not really. That had a lot Whitfield: No, they just called me · Garry Whitfield call,~ himse(f"Basically a play-making guard who set~· thing 
the college, and praciice with the to do with my signing here: They "Whit," that's all. up:" 
.. J(4,. .• : -------------~~~~-.... -~=--~~--=~--:i-~~~=-;:-"."-~-~--------------... 17-Game .Xavier B88ket•att· Statlstles 
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~. sign up now 
The annuaf 8 ball tournament for 
sn and women will start February 
2"1. Registration is from Feb. 12-22. 
Entrance fee is $1.00. First place is 
50% of the winnings, 30% for se-
. cond, 20% for third. Sign up soon -
the more playing, the bigger the.win-
nings. Register in the Games Room 
for anytime between the designated 
dates. · 
' .. 
HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 llontaomery Rold 
·. -Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 
531 5500· 
10'/e .OFF 
on all · 1ervtce and parts to 
X.U. ttudente and. faculty 
!l.h ldentHl~atlon cards. 
~, . EDUCATION . 
. . ;MA.JOR'.S · : 
A. . . "'·· .. :: .... 
P.Ply. )'our ... SkHla ::To 
Ch'alle~glng .)tt!.,,catton. 
Proble'ina ·At' Home Or 
Overseas Thru VllTA or the 
P~ ¢orp1. SIGN UP NOW 
F.Qr· Interviews With Former 
~tunteers. . · 
Placement Office · 
. ··Feb. 17~1"9 
, .. ;-',•.. . · .. . : . 
Tiiur1e18r, Feillu11r .12, 1t7i. : · . ''·'• ' - '.. ' .. ; 
-GS MIN FGM·FGA PCT FTM-FTA 
17 617. 104-219 ·.474 97-132 
'·i7 5A'2 .. ., 103~227 .A54' ~., {>"' v .. -o~ 
15 557: 104-2S1 .414 37~SI 
11 425 6S-138 .471 33-48 
15 373 . 53~123 .431 19-27 
2 284 40-80 .soo 14-38 
5 318 23-S2-.442 8-16 
·O 4 1-1 1.000 1-2 
0 2 1-1 1.000 0-0 
0 1 1.-1 1.000 0-0 
0 S8 2-6 .333 3-5 
2- 108 6-18 .333 2-2 
0 68 2-6 .333 3-7 
0 14 1-3. .333 1-1 
0 17 0-3 .000 0-0 
85 347S Sl8-llS3 .449 .. 291-433 





. . .................................. 
Study in 
Guadalajara, Mexico 
The . GUADALAJARA SUMMER 
SCHOOL, a fully .accredited UNI· 
VERSITY OF ARIZONA program, will 
offer July 5-August 13. anthropol· 
ogy; art, education, folklore, his· 
. tory, political science, language and 
literature: Tuition and fees, $195; 
board and room with Mexican family 
$280. Write to GUADALAJARA 
SUMMER SCHOOL, Office of Inter· 
national Programs. University of 














(Makers of Nyquil, 
Vapo.-Rub, etc.) 
Wiii be recniltlng Juniors, 
returning Seniors and 
MBA'• (no specific major 
required) at the Place-
ment Office, University 
·Center Fri., Feb. 20 . for 
summer marketing 
repre1~tatlve1. · 
. Postion entails: 
. . MEN.& wOMEN AGE 18·2S 
; . ~ . : ' ', 
; .. :Exeellent sala" a sales 
:: :]ncentlves . . , 
;·• :·c··om· panr car .. · .·· 
... _.: .. 
For lnform-tion; Contact:,• 
· Fr. Pat Crone · . · .. ·· 
S440: Moeller Avenue 
• .' cinci~nati, Chi~ 45212 
··cs13> a31,s111 · 
,., ... ·\ : . · ... - •. . -/ .. > ·tnivel ··. ·.·· · .... · 
. :i ·~E~per1H account ,,_ 
. No experience required. 
'Contact Placement Office 
tor Interview · 



















66 1.9 55 .: .. 24-0 ... . 305 
no 7.1 . '" 
I02 6.0 
34- ·4!=! ~: 268 
30 : 43-0 24S 
96 S.6 20 29-0 163 
I08 6.4 20 63 .. 2 12S -
93 s.s 12 5S-4 94 
SS 3.2 34 21-0 54. 
0 0.0 () 0-0 3 
I 1.0 0 0-0 2 
I 1.0 0 0-0 2 
2 0.5 .j 0-0 7 
23 1.9 6 18-1 14 
11 I. I 3 11-0 ,7 
3 0.6 1 3.:0 3 
0 0.0 1 3-0 0 
782 46.0 225 327-9 1327 
680 40.0 214 392-20 . 1300 
·::-.~·: ~ ..... :_ 
A MESSAGE. FOR DADDIES 
They''1 rather have you around than your insurance. 
Get yourself a good, thorough examination once a 
year. ·once a.year, let your doctor really look you over. 
It'll take a little time, and a little patience. And maybe 
he'll poke around a little moa·e than you'd really like_ . 


















The whole idea is to keep you ·healthy. If nothi!Jg!s 
wrong :(a~d more·than lik(!ly~<there isn'.t) h«:W,~~r,! 
· ·· .. · · ·come. ba~.~ ;il~x~: yeat. B1Jt)f;J;8,i1Ything's 'ttspi.e~~~t8c• • 
, then yoli~'.\'.e.:iainetl the ;mo~t::1111p(>l!~ant thmg,:·:~i~~~;' ·· 
•· ':We can'fiave 1 out of 2 per.Rori~ when cancel"is caij'ght 
in time, caught early. That's ·~1g®c1 thing to kn~w{All 
Daddies should know how to takedre of themselves'so 
that they.can have the fun oftalCfo'g ca~·e oftlieir~~ds. 
Remember,.:;.it's what you don't.know. that can hm;ty()u . 
,'·" 
' ~ ' .. 
'., .· 
' .. · .. :' .. 
Amerl~an~n1~
1
$oeietyll, ·~" . 






By Mary Hen•el · poses such changes. • . 
. _ N•1ll8ffWrttii The' nationwide United 
, The Agricultural Labor Relations· Farmworker orpriization, which 
Board (AL.RB) set up by the Califor~ _· a.roused broad sympathy and. sup- , 
nia legislature last ye..r .hu ihut port .. for. Chavez' .. union .and 
dow.n · operatiO'fts· became its funds preSS.ured growers · with coil~umer 
are . gone. S2.55 million sponsored . · ~yco,tf,- maintains a CinciMati of-
over 360 election~ in the latter part of . fice at 1604 Race Street. Young 
1975, and an eni-rrieney appropna-. , volunteen livini on subsistence pay 
tion failed by afew votes to attain the. • . and contributions devote full time to 
two-thirds majority neceisary • .to . ~: work . in · the . ~nterests of· .farm 
allocate another $3.8 million. · laborers. : One · of·· these UFW 
TheALRB;deiip~ byQ'9_vemor -····.volunteeri, Robin Semer; stated that. 
Edmund G. Brown., Jr;, soushpo. •=.· they are· currently trying to_ influence 
settle the long strugle · between .. growers (and· legislative represen-
farmwotker . orpnizen . (notably, tatives of .the growers' interest) by 
Cesar Chavez' United Farmworken) ' .· pressuring gi'o_cery chains and others 
and California growers. ·The volume ·' ·~ho _do .. business· with California 
of _reques's for. union-~lcetioni«ex~ '· 'jfowerl. "Some grocery chains have 
, cCeded expectations, thus quickly . sent telegrams," Se~er said. Mary 
exhausting· funds. Of the elections .. McCartney,· another IOcal UFW 
held to date, a slim majority were -· · · volunteer, urged individual con-
won by the United Farmworkers of - · sumers to boycott non.;u FW iceberg 
America, ALF-CIO, over the : ·lettuce, table grapes and Gal~o 
Teamsters. and the "no union" wines. (lnterharvest is the only large 
decisions. lettuce grower with a UFW contract. 
Shutdow.n of the ALRB will also Any .wine from Modesto Valley, 
Liberal arts frees 
mind,. riot j·ob ma.r~'et. . .. 
(CPS)-:- Once considered· 'the While .abobt tWo percent of the 
pteway to success,' a lib,er'11 arts 1961 freshmen were-unemployed in_ 
dep may instead .be.the route to the·l971 follow•upstudy;.thaUipri.~.; 
restlessness. A study. recently :com- was ·up··. to 18% ·~ for liberal arts · 
pleted by the- Colleie·';Pume_nt graduates hittmg the.mark~tplaee in 
Council shows that liberal ans· 1971. Study author: Ami" Stouffer 
-- gnuluates are i~c~singly dilpleas- · Biiconti conclud~flbat as more and 
eel .with their jobs and.in many cases morejliberal arti.·BA's are.pu~~ed 
would like to find different places to · ·into a .market aJready bulgmg with 
work~ . . qualified applicants, humanities ~iJ,A. _ 
• And to· compound their problems, social studies students will be the big · 
humanities and · sOcial · studies _l~se~· By .. ,expcising ·students. to a .. 
· _____ students. are having:~ore·trolible· ·broader range of subjects during 
just· finding a job - . regard~ss of their ~ucation; Bisconii says that 
· how .well suited.it is to their training they might be happier later in a job 
- ihan students who started college they felt they had been trained for in 
in the early sixties. school. _ _ 
·campus Activities Board--
restructu.ring proposa·ls ~ 
prevent the hearing, scheduled for California, is produced by Gallo. The proposed restructuring of the major events. 
February, on the disputed election at The Black Eagle insignia marks Campus Activities Board met with In the lengthy discussion follow--
the important Galic farms. products of UFW farms.) Letters to heated discussion at Mondafs Stu- ing the presentation,' one of the main 
Grower interests are pressing for Governor Brown of California ex- dent Senate meeting. This proposal arguments against the C.A.B. 
concessions in the California ·pressing support of continµed fun- was the result ofconfusion and dis- proposal was the concern over the 
Agricultural Labor Relations Act in ding of the ALRB are also en- crepancies in the workings of the fact. that the "C.A.B. shall have the 
the fight over emergency funds. They . courag_ed, according to_ McCartney. C A B . full authority to make the final deci-present . . . . . . 
want a halt to the admission of union The Cincinnati UFW office also Rich Russo, chairman of the com- sion in the case of any date conflicts 
organizers on private farms, stated that a new "door-to-door" mittee to restructure .. the board, for activity programming." . 
lengthening of the tinie between fit- campaign ·for consumer support of proposed a constitution for the The item was· placed in the con-
ing for a union election and the ac- farm workers is soon to begin: c.A.B. According. to Russo's stitution due to the problems which 
tual election, and softening of . Xavier .University supports the. 'proposal, the C.A.B. shaU be in occurred last semester in tht( · 
punitive ·measures against· growers' UFW boycott against non-UFW let-·· charge of planning and coordinat- scheduling of events.· · · 
unfair · 1abor practices. UFW · • tuce, by order of President· Robert-· ing the Activities Cillenda.r. · Also orought up in the discussion 
spokesman Chavez adamantly op- · W. Mulligan, S.J. - "The C.A.B. shall be responsible was _the fact. that by this restruc-
•
•••••w· _ HAT'S _ 0 .. __ 0. _1. -N. G····----- .forthecoordinationofcamplis-wide turing.itwciu•d"createan·addedata;, . activities by meeting and .working unnecessary. increase - '•in· with the individual Social Activities bureaucracy."· . ·. · · · · · · · - . , .. .- · ___ .. · · - ~ -· ·..,.. Committee .. members:" Carnpuir ·~ ·Sjnce the~vote ·was ·r.ot 'scheduled:·· ... --;--······-~-.. , --
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 
Women's Basketball ·vs. Edgecliff 
Coll~ge, Fieldhouse, 7:00 p.m. 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 
Xavier Playen General Meeting, 
University CenterTheatre, 1:30p.m: 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 
Valentine's Day _ 
· Sweetheart Valentine Film Festival, 
11 p.m. to I a;m. Kuhlman 6th Floor 
Lounge. · 
Basketball: vs. Detroit, Fieldhouse, 
8:00 p.m. 
Women· vs. Lincoln Christian 
Fieldhouse, 10 a;m. 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 15, .· 
Drink and Drown, off campus, 
D.A.V; Hall, Clifton,- get .details 
across from Grill. · 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11r· 
Lincoln-Washlniton Birthday 
Holiday, Day · undergraduate 
colleges only. . 
organimtions and individually spon- . for this me~ting, the discussion _was · 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, soredactivitiesmust.submittheirac- ended notmg that next Tuesday· 
·. ' · tivity dates at least one school week there will be_ a vote.on ~C, p_rop.osal.· · 
Women's Basketball at in advance for acceptan~ .by the ~r. Rod Shearer, Vic" President_ 
Campellsville, 6:30 p.m. · C.A.B. Calendar Coordinator." for Student Development, presented · 
Sallln1 Club Meetln1, 7 p.m., R.usso's proposed constitution astruct~r~ cha!' of Xavier Univ.er~i-
Fordham Room. continued by stating that the Ac.; ty Admm1str11t1on. ·; · . ;f' ' 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 
Basketball: X. U. vs U .C., Cincinnati 
Colisium, 8:00 p.m. ,. 
Junior Class Party before game. ·' 
Debate Society Meetln1, 3:00, 
Hinkle Hall. . 
Franch.Club Meetln1, 8:00, Terrace 
Room. . · ·· ; · 
tivities Board shall consist .of three The Vice President pointed:,out · 
voting memben who· shall be . that the "President is ultim~tely 
"independent of activity __ program~ responsibl~ for all ~ecisions \\'."!ch 
ming." These three persons shall be are.made. He contmued··by saymg 
nominated by the_ fresiden(of Stu- "Jha,t ,the "Board of_ T~~ees i~ t~> 
dent Go.ve~ment~:11.cr~ "approved· ,fi~l source, o~ appe~I ir(~!_l.m~tters 
by a two-thirds maJoraty of the Stu- related to Xavier Un1ven1ty, though 
dent Senate. There shall also be four. - it is . rare that they· would counter~ 
non-voting_ members:· the Student · mand a decision of the ,.President." 
Activities Advisor, ·Calendar Coor-: . An example of thisiwas the dropping· 
dinator, a secretary: · · of the football program" _ 
Under this· new. proposal, the _ ·shearer said that Student Senate 
Social Activities Committee would recommends. policy in the area of· 
consist of the four class presidents; student life to the Vice President for 
the chaiq~erson from the cultural, Student Development . or an ap-
concert, film, social and speakers proprfate member of his staff. ·He a;: 
. committees; one representative from reminded the Senate that a majo~" 
·each dorm council; and a represen- policy change mu.st be approved by 
· tative from other groups sponsoring · ClfrlpUI to e_age 12 
-_J 
----~-~~Kl'/ .............. ' "'S 
TELL HE~ YOU'RE TOGETHER FOREVER 
WITH AN ENGAGEMENT DIAMOND 
It's ~ore than a meaningful relationship. You 
want to be together forever. Say it in a quaint, 
· old fashioned way. With an engagement diamond. 
We'll help you _find a beautiful ring within your 
budget. A radiant diamond that aaya •• ·• two loving 
people can do, their own thing better together. . . 
Round Shape.Diamond& 1/3 carat Special $175 
· · 2/3 carat Special $350 
.•. '_· :·Ze'f'f ; 
,. . • • j . 
. . : . . ~~ : .. 
' . . . drJrrord . . ' 
DISCOUNT · . · · Gener ' . 
:~v~~~ ·.. IG5 RICt $trt1t. , 
STUDENTS .. Clnclnnltl, Ohio teli 621·0784 
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Rev. Robe.rt W. Mulligan, S.J, 
' ... I ;. . " . 
v1cePA1E_s_1D-E~N-T--FO_R ____ v_1_c_E_P_R_E_s,1b_E_N_T_F_O_R ____ .,;__~v~1c~E-PR~E-s_1_D_E_N_T ___ ,__ ____ v_1c-E~PR~s1DENT 
BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATION FOR ACADEMIC FOR PUBLIC 
FINANCE/TREASURER Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, AFFAIRS RELATIONS AND 
Irvin F. Beumer SJ Rev. Francis Brennan, DEVELOPMENT 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
Thomas J. Stadtmiller 
COMPTROLLER 
Paul L. Burkhart 
MAINTENANCE 
Charles J. Roeder 
BURSAR 





Robert J. Hiltz 
PERSONNEL 
Iris c. Keels COMPUTER CENTER 
John F. Niehaus 
---=:! · S.J. James Sassen 
DIRECTOR OF 
.ADMISSIONS COLLEGE OF ASSISTANT ADVANCEMENT DRIVE 
Rene A. Durand Jr. ARTS & SCIENCES DEAN (5-year plan) 
I
. · Rev. John N. Rev. Thomas P. Gordon Ware · 
Felten, S.J .. Dean Kennealy. S.J. ALUMNI 
AFFAIRS 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR COLLEGE OF ASSOCIATE DEAN DIRECTOR 
OF ADMISSIONS BUSINESS Dr. J. Kaney Hayes Paul L. Lindsey. Jr. 
Michael McKibben ADMINISTRATION · I ' 
I Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones, ASSISTANT DEAN DEIRVEELCOTOPMREONFT 










Or. Milton A. 
Partridge 
PUBLIC RELATION 






Alan J. Hohnhorst REGISTRAR 
GRADUATE ASSOCIATE DEAN 
SCHOOL - Dr. Thoma, H. Hanna 
MANAGER, 
PUBLICATIONS 
John D. Jelfre 
BOOKSTORE 




Edward J. Smith 




Or. Rsymond F. McCoy, ASSISTANT DEAN 




John B. Vigle 
FACULTY 












VICE PRESIDENT FOR 
SPECIAL PROJECTS 
Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J. 
VICE PRblDENT 
AND DEAN FOR 
·STUDENT 
DEVELOPMENT 
Roderick C. Shearer 
DEAN OF WOMEN, ASSOCIATE 





SSISTANT DEAN FOR STUDENT 
DEVELOPMENT -HOUSll\IG 
David A. Tom 
I 
Security Aides 
CAMPUS MINISTRY DIRECTOR 4 ASSISTANTS 
Rev. Frank Hulefeld I (part- and full-time) 
ASSISTANT TO THE VICE PRESIDENT L PIED PIPER STAFF 
Robert Adolfsen 
HEAL TH CENTER SUPERVISOR ---
Ann Brown 
DIRECTOR OF COMMUTER AND 
MINORITY PROGRAMS 
Marva Moore 
DIRECTOR OF CAREER 
PLANNING & PLACEMENT 
Madeline Freund 





Anthony J. Brueneman 111 ATHLETICS DIRECTOR 
POST OFFICE 














INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS DIRECT\.R INTERCOLLEGIATE 
_ James McCafferty 
BANDS AND CLEF CLUB DIRECTOR 
Constantine Soriano XU THEATRE 
MANAGER 
UNIVERSITY CENTER MANAGER -- Tom Lane 
. -
fr 'fhe chart of the administrative stru~ure of Xavier U nivenity shown above is 
presented to the students as a 11Crv1e:ie of The Xavier News. It could be con-
sidered a Who's Who at Xavier, and is designed to show the students 'who to 
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Plus Special Entertaiment 
and Prizes 
Use Riverfront Stadium porklng. right next lo the 
Collaeum, or take the Metro. Gel your tickets at the 
. ColiHum Box Offi~e Or any Tlcketron outlet. Bring your 
College 1.0. when purchasing tickets. Or send your check 
along with a return envelope and 25' tor handling to: College 
NIQhl, Clnctnnili Sllnoers, Cincinnall. Ohio 4S202. For intorma· 
Hon on all Coliseum events, call 241~1818. 
.......... ______________ .. 
• Thul'ld•ll'• Flllrumr t2, tl71 




Eileen c. Rahe · I 
I GAMES ROOM MANAGER 
L-- Larry Clement 
Earn an 
extra SJ,700 
durlng your last 
l years of college. 
Army ROTC can make the big difference in financing those 
last 2 college years. Here's the math of our program: 
Basic Camp Training ( 6 weeks during summer between 
your Sophomore and Junior years) ................ $481.74* 
Advanced Course during your Junior year .. ~.·..... . 90'0.00 
Advanced Camp Training ( 6 weeks during summer 
between your Junior and Senior years}.. . . . . . . . . . . 443.97* 
Advanced Course during your Senior Year ......... 900.00 
' Total. ............................... $2,725.71 
•You also receh•e trat•cl allowances from your home to Basic and Aduanced Camp train-
ing sites. While in camp. you get food. lodging. clothing and emergency medical care. 
These amounts will vary according to le~gth of school term. 
You can earn $100 per month for up to 10 ~onths a year, but 
the average term is 9 months. In most instances, the total will 
exceed $2, 700 . .00. 
Now, what about your committment or obligation if you 
enroll in A.:lvanced Army ROTC? First, yol! make no commit-
tment when you attend the Basic Camp. This is the time you 
can discover first hand whether Army ROTC is your thing. 
And it gives us an opportunity to determine if you're go9d 
officer material. Frankly, the Basic Camp is rough; it's 
demanding both physically and mentally. So you have the 
option of quitting whenever you like. We'll even pay your 
transportation back home. 
If you sttccessfully complete the Basic Camp, you are 
eligible for the Advanced Course. At that time, you must 
· agree to serve a minimum of 3 months on Active Duty plus 
the normai obligation in the Army Reserve. Or, you can take 
2 years Active Duty with a reduced active Reserve obligation. 
In either case, you 'II earn full pay and allowances as an /i 
officer .. (Approximately $10,000 annually.} / 
Those are the basic facts. There are a number of pro-
grams which might interest you. Mail this coupon 
for facts about Army ROTC. Or, visit us so we 
can talk it over. 
Your Army .ROTC earning may 
not pay all your costs for those 
final 2 years. But they'll take a healthy 
bite out of the high cost of learning!: / 
Army ROTC. Learn wmt 
it takes to lead. 
/ ARMl' ROTC 
/ XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
// · Cincinnati, Ohio 45207 
/ . 
. CALL Captalft Schleu 
Phone (513) 74~~ 
P.gel 
~inion 
ANO IJOW ,!lfNffT'OtlS, FATHER 
0'8RIUI OF Sf!ECIAL Pfl03fCT$ • 
WILL SP£AK ON XllVIER, TH! Fvrullf. 
WELL ,THAIJk YOU,FATlifR, F0'1 
THllT 11fA611JllTlllE Pll!ESENTATION. 
ARE TlffRf ANY OUESTiON!t? 
THE ClfAIR RECOSNIZES rlAY 





STEPHEN BEDELL MARY ANN BUESCHER 
ANITA BUCK THOMAS FLYNN 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY CINCINNATI. OHIO 
Apathy stifles program -News thanks Corbetts 
In evaluating the success of the programs which Black Awareness One of the oft-heard complaints from Xavier students concerns the 
Week offered to Xavier University, it is difficult to avoid expressing paucity of cultural programs on campus. The Student Life Survey 
the kind of over-worked sentiments which generally follow such a conducted last spring indicated that 64% of the students polled· felt 
week. there were not enough cultural activities on campus. Although the 
One could take a hard-nosed economic stance and argue that much void of such activities at Xavier has been fille4 .from time to time by 
money is spent (in this case, $900) on a series of programs which at- performances of the Contemporary Dance Theater and the Cincin-
tracts so little interested in the student body. Such people favor nati Community Orchestra on.campus, it would seem that more fine. 
programs which pay off in more tangible amounts to more students, arts programming is to be foun.d in· the Cincinnati community, if 
and generally endorse a drink-and-drown in the armory or a basket"'. these programs could only be made more . readily· accessible to 
ball game as such a sound economic deal. students. 
Or, one could express a disappointment in the Xavier student Mr.J.RalphCorbett,awell-knownpatronofCincinnati'sartsand 
body. My own optimism wavered when I heard that the week-fong a member of Xavier's Board of Trustees,. has been instrumental in 
attempt to make students "aware" of black problems ha~ been providing such opportunities for Xavier students to take advantage 
marred by Sunday night's burning of the Afro-American flag on the of the fine arts programs available in the Cincinnati area. Mr. Cor-
mall. I remembered the "gee, it's too bad" feelings of most students bett's most recent donation to the Xavier student body enabled ap-
last year when a similar desecration took place on the front steps of proximately '400 Xavier students and their friends to enjoy orchestra 
Alter HalJ. ·seats during the American Ballet Theatef's appearance last weekend 
But my own feelings center on the future of "consciousness- . at Music Hall. For many of the students who attended.the ballet, it 
raising" programming at Xavier. The general apathy of students, was their first contact with Cincinnati's Music Hall and with ballet. 
though repeatedly pointed out and criticized, still reigns as the For others, it was yet another opportunity to experience the classical 
prevalentattitude on campus towards anything which has the scent of music culture. which is a long-standing tradition in Cincinnati. Not 
the unknown. Students are generally unwilling to grapple with new only were Xavier students benefitted by Mr: Corbett's generous 
issues or to become involved with anything unfamiliar. Students who dof!ation, but University of Cincinnati students as welt The proceeds 
have been challenged intellectually to participate in programs or from the four performances were donated to WGUC-FM, the 
meeting sout of.their routine comment that they feellike they are be- classical music station broadcast by U .C. . · · . 
ing forced into action against their will. - Mr. Corbett's assistance for .fine arts programs at Xavier is not a 
Student activism is a pipe dream so long as apathy prevails on new turn of events. A grant from the Corbett Foundation last year es-
Xavier's campus. Black Awareness Week was marred by the fact that tablished the Comm university Theater which produced two musicals 
people simply do not want to be made aware. ori Xavier's. stage: · Roberta and The M.erry Wives of Windsor. 
Another Corbett grant brought Dr~ Clifford Barnes to campus and 
: This narrowness of perspective, this unwillingness to open one's established ·the music center now in use:in the. McDonald Library .. , 
· eyes and see from all sides, is a serious flaw in the intellectual develop- . The News is certain that the Xavier.communityjoins us in exten-
ment of its students which Xavier hopes to accomplish, and can best ding warm thanks to Mr. Corbett for his generous gifts to the fine arts 
be confronted head on with administrative creativity. at Xavier. · 
'-M;A;B. 
Wflt ,Rs you RERLIZE. THE 
O'CONNOR SPOlfTS COHPLEX Will 
SOON SE FINISHED ! WHAT WE AflE 
PllOPOSIN6 IS SOHETtttt.16 THAT WIU 
BE PART OF THE 'XAVIER OF THE 
fVTUlfE ! 
' 
I DON'r Liit£ PASTEL. BLUE• 
· I THllJIC WE SHOULO PUT Ir TO 
A UCSTE IAJHETHU ~ UOT TtfE 
SICYWllLIC CtUEHll SHoULO Hll!1£ A 
PflSTEL 8LV£ ~-TU Jot • IA/OCIL D 
YOCI lllCf TO COlfHENT 




The cond1,1ct exhibited by several 
of the X.U. basketball players during 
the playing of the national anthem at 
the Wheeling game was ce~~inly 
shameful. It saddens me to think that . 
they have so 'little love or respectfor 
· this country. There is no excuse for 
laughing or for not paying attention 
during the short time we show our 
patriotism .b"fore each game: I 
realize that we all have m.ental lapses 
now and then, but I hope these 
-M.A.B. 
THAT'S l'16HT ,SEIJATORS, THE 
tJfl6UCflllDWf:ZZAR St:YWALIC AND 
CINEHA. THIS 601l6fOUS 
STRUCTURE WIU. SPfl._, UICT'OlfY 
- Plllfr:wAY FROM THE CEWTER 
TO THE SPolm COHPLEJ(. 
IUOEEO X "10VLO • LET Hf 
ASSClff THE SEUllTot TtfftT HY 
fllflHtEIJCE ANO klJOIJLf06f I.IJ 
THIS AREA Fflr E.l'CE£0S HIS OW,ANO 
THAT PASTEL BUIE IS THE OULY . 
F\:>$St6lf COlOll TlfAT lolltLL WORK 
""". 
!11AGINf ESCAl.ATOIS AT SoTlf . 
. EUD!t, ACCElJTUATfO WITH fjAN61N6 
GAflOENS ANO ROHAN FRESCOES 
ALOI.JG Tiff WALLS, PLUStt, Sue 
I~CH PILE CARPET. 
" 
IF THfllf ARE IJO FUIUlifff 
QUftSTIOIJS THEAJ SHAU. WE Hnl6 
THE PROPOSAL 00 Tit f 
NA6UCHAON£ZZAR SkYWllLt: AAJO. 
CINfHA TO fl VOTE.7 ALL :ru FAVO" OF 
THE St.YWllLk + CINfHA 
SAY YES. 
NATURALLY THE StYWlll.k WILL OE 
OOIJE IN Aln' DECO WITH llHE 
61£EN INTElflOll AtJO PASTEL BLUE 
E~TEIMR. 2HA61N£ CLIHATE 
CONUOL WITH PtPEO HUSlc· BACH 
or tfOZA«iT PflllfAPS... • . 
--------- ---~ 
players realize their mistake. 
SiDcerely, 




·This letter is to give special thanks 
to Fr. Mulligan and Mr. Roderick 
Shearer for their tremendous help in 
making the Student Government 
Book Exchange a success. Too often 
only tensions and ·disagreemeitts 
between students and administrators 
make the news. But in this instance'; 
we feel it is necessary to bring to light 
the assistance given by both to the 
Book Exchange. 
When im almost certain loan to 
subsidize. the Exchange never 
materialized; students approached 
. Fr. Mulligan for a loan with a day's 
notice. Father agreed.and secured a 
loan of $1000.00 to enable the Stu-
dent Government to run its 
operations on a. Cash-on-Demand 
basis for as long as funds remained. 
Mr. Shearer supplemented the 
budget with an additional SSS0.00. 
These last .minute· loans indicate a 
good working relationship is pr.esent 
between the students and the Presi-
dent and: Vice President-ofStudcnt 
Development. In our estimation, it is 
a i1ign of cooperation and confidence 
in Student Government projects and 
Xavier University students in __ 
general. We look fonvard to con- ,I 
tinuing such positive interaction for 
the rest of oui: administration . 
We WQ.uld also like to thank Julie 
O'Donoghue . for her co-ordinating 
efforts; Rick Russo, Ray Leb:owski, 
Becky Swanson,: Barb Foster and all 
the Senators who' worked and 
devoted their time to the Book Ex-
change. There are still books left if. 
you need texts. Contact the Govern- . 
ment office. · · · · : ( 
. . . 
·. · s1ncen1y; · 
· Paul Peterbu1, -PN.idmt · · 
Beth Youn1er, Vlc~Prilldent .. ... .,,. .... 
· Bounce ••• bounce ... splat!! 
ath Is .. nature's way of tellln1 you you're 
e wron1 business. - Richard· Harris, in 
ernaut 
.ut of the Sports .Center controversy has 
·· 'n once more a chronic campus complaint:· 
llegation that Xavier is again becoming 
sports-conscious. Xavier is a Christian in~ 
. tion with lofty academic goals, say some 
bese pundits: that rah-rah stuff has no 
e here. Others object to the staggering 
· truction expenditures at a time when, for 
nee.· the· Library is slowing expiring in its 
·waste. Administrators complain they face 
edibility gap when they cut $500,000 from 
m maintenance .budgets and plead .. lack of 
s·~ ___:when right across Victory Parkway 
a. ds the evidence that, if it really wants to, 
· .:.- Development Office can raise a million 
. a half on six or eight months' notice. 
· ertain extremis's even compare the Sports 
· hter to the pyramids, or maybe the Great 
. ·n of China. . 
· his analogy is. interesting -'- and, if it is 
~. is possibly the strongest argument in 
. . 
favor ofputting the brakes on sports develop-· 
. ment at Xavier. But does the analogy h.old up? 
.. Certainly. like the Pharaohs of old, our 
Trustees are pouring· a wildly dispropor-
tionate chunk of X. U .'s resources into the 
alhatr - pardon me, sports center. Bu~. 
history shows us, the proud owner of a new 
Sphinx didn't measure its cost in money alone •. 
but also in lives - the sum of death and injury 
among the slaves who built it. 
' Well, I don't have to prove that we're spen-
ding too much· money on varsity and in-
tramural sports and their auxiliary activities. 
So the_ question is: are sports also becoming an · 
unjustified expenditure of student life, health, 
and safety? 
On the playing level, probably not. Okay, 
women's basketball strongly resembles a trac-
tion ·ward these days, but most of those casts 
and crutches were· acquired off the court. 
Other X.U sports - formal and informal -
enjoy a generally laudable safety record. And 
certainly we've not yet seen any pscudo-
athletic activities as poorly-designed as last 
year's Penny in the Pit, where contestants 
splashed . around barefoot in a freshly-dug 
mudhole bi'isding with half-buried, razor-
sharp debris (No one had remembered that 
they were digging their mudhole in a landfill.) 
·Over a.third of the participants got out of that 
one with hacked-up,_ bloody: feet - and no 
penny. . · .. 
That's not to say that nowhere on this year's 
campus sports scene is enthusiasm outstrip-
ping common sense; There's always the varsity 
Cheerleaders; they're headed for a fall. 
In fact, they've had two and a near-miss·so 
_far, and thefre still at it." . 
To wit: the Cheerleaders have this neat little 
· gizmo called th~ "mini-tramp", a trampoline 
about four feet around which is used to propel 
Muskie rooters, notably stunt designer. Dan 
Costello, into otherwise-impossible death-
defying gymnastic feats. Dan has performed 
·his high-flying stunts - or, in professional 
stunters' lingo, "gags"_: for two years without 
incident. Until lately. . · -
Before the Notre Dame game, for example, 
Katie Pears.on decided to try her handat stunt 
design. In her gag, she was supposed to bound 
off the.· mini-tramp and over three guys end-
to-end. · · 
Katie·cheered the ·Notre Dame game with 
her arm in a cast:. one fractured ulna, one 
chipped radius, extensive bruises to abdomen, 
hip, and knee. 
That mishap doesn't prove much, of course 
- except that the general membership ought 
to know enough to keep hands offt~e star per-
. farmer's toys; unless working from his design. 
But there have since been two other mishaps 
within a month - involving Costello himself. 
an inch lower and Dan and Trish would have 
treated Xavier fans to an ad lib demonstration 
of the "eight foot _header onto the fieldhouse 
During the Air Force game, one ·costello 
gag had the entire squad assembled int9 a · 
kneeling pyramid four high - so Dan could 
go flying over the top. Trish Dublikar got the 
honor of serving as "topknot" on the human 
pyramid. - The gag worked out okay, but 
Costello "peaked out" so low he brushed Trish 
on the way over. 
Now Dan never uses a crash pa'd during a 
game. Ergo, neither does anybody else. Half 
floor under momentum, with emergency dis-
~ount" gag. Maybe Costello's training could 
ge~ him through that gag alive, but Trish's ex-
perience never included that particular one. 
Nor should it have to. 
Finally, t~erewas,the Wheeling game. Here, 
Costello was asked to try performing a simple 
high-jump gag with a pom-pom in each hand. 
Those pom-poms introduce more control 
problems than you might expect; nonetheless, 
the fourth time he'd ever done the gag in his 
life, they had him out thereat a game. With no 
crash pad. With a newly-waxed, slippery 
floor. With brand-new shoes. . 
Guess what? Dan Costello came down in a 
· heap, rapping his skull and deeply· bruising 
his abdomen and back. . . 
But believe it or not - Dan plans to keep 
mini-t~amping his way to glory (or the plans 
are bemg made for him). Katie Pearson in-
tends to resume work on the· jump~the-guys 
ga~ as soon as her cast comes off - and they.' re 
gomg to let her do it. As one cheerleader puts 
it, "Oh, we'll keep using the mini-tramp; until 
somebody else gets hurt." 
One hears a lot of "theys" around 
Cheerleaders circles these days. I only ~ope 
someone higher Up in the University will have 
the foresight to step in over "they's" head and 
put some intelligent restrictions on the use of 
that mini-tramp. Clearly, someone is en-
. couraging the Cheerleaders. to take unwise 
risks in its use - and clearly, that destructive 
influ~nce is fairly new. . . . 




"' ointed Director of the Career 
" ~ming and Placeinerit . Office at. 
ier University, sees her office as 
nstantly in process." Freund 
. mented., "I'd like to think of my 
fice as evolving in accordance with 
1. ' needs which 1 see at Xavier.'' 
t· . . 
pressed concern with the fact that no 
special work has yet been done with 
women or minority students. .. 
"I'd •like to see a stronger 
relationship between this office and 
the office of the Academic Vice-
President," Freund stated. Although 
the Career Planning qffice is 
from Xavier programs to u11e as con-
tacts in different fields. 
Before accepting this position at 
Xavier, Mrs. Freund was the direc-
tor of career couJ}seling and an in-
structor of consumer education and 
sociology at Lambuth College ·in 
Jackson, Tennessee. She was 
explaining that their theories in-
dicate that man will be destroyed by 
"over-choice.'' Freund stated that "it 
seems important that we acquire the 
ability to make decisions." Freund 
sees her office as working in this area 
at Xavier._ 
Freund was also asked to com-
the problem head on. Freund also 
stated that she has talked to Beverly 
Jackson about working on programs 
for minority .womeri's employment 
and to Peggy Oil.Ion.about different 
programs for women at Xavier. "I 
hope to get involved with the women 
at Xavier." 
1 \ Sdalyn Freund, Career Planning· Director 
pne of her · immediate goals, 
reund commented, is to try to tailor 
il• programs of. the office to meet 
. needs of the liberal arts graduate. · 
',seems that most of.the emphasis 
1- '(the. i>ast has bee!Cplac;ed on the 
siness student." F~i.md continued 
t she is presently trying io "recruit 
'"ruiters" who will have jobs for the 
ds of t~lents the liberal arts 





·currently under Mr. Rod Shearer; 
Vice President of Student Develop-
ment, Freund feels that a closer 
relationship with-the Academic of-
fice could result in specific programs 
for each department. "I need to 
know. where, for example, a 
chemistry major can go from Xavier 
if he. or she chooses not to go lo 
graduate school.'' She indicated that 
she will attempt to contact graduates 
responsible for setting up the career 
placement office at Lambuth last 
September. 
· "I came from a college that is be~ 
ing destroyed by apathy," Freund 
stated. Although she stated that she 
heard many of the same comments 
about Xavier, she said she h1c1s not 
seen enough of the students yet to 
judge. She stated that she is disturb-
ed by her observation that "many 
schools. do not function as com-
munities as they ought to.'' 
. 'Td like to think of my office 
as evolving in . accordance 
with the needs which I see at 
Xavier." 
Mrs .. Freund, a native of New 
. York, received her B.A: in sociology 
·from Boston University and holds an 
M.Ed. degree in guidance and 
. ·counseling from Memphis State Un-
·. iversity. She stated that she first got 
interested in career planning because 
"I got so worked· Up every time I 
thought about changing jobs." In. a 
more serious vein, she continued . 
that she has been interested for· a · 
long ·time in the soCiology of. oc-
. cupations and in what people found"': . 
. satisfying in a particular job. ' ' 
ment on how she felt as one of the 
few· women involved in administra-
tion at Xavier: She felt that she had 
been well-received, but added with a 
smile that she "hadn't yet ventured 
woman in th.e office or else confronts 
Freund announced preliminary 
plans for a Career Day on Wednes-
day, April 7. Representatives from 
35 professional fields will answer . . 
I • 
<"Many schools do not fun~·:: 
·lion as communities ·as they 
·ought.to." .. . . 
· into the Fiiculty.lounge;" As for her.· questions that afternoon frc~m I =l~­
deajings .. witti "~siness111en, she felt 3 :30 p.m. Freund encourages 
: that "being a woman. takes the edge· students to attend, since this will 
off, bo~h pQiiO!f!ly.a~d negatively;•: .· provide a good opportunity .to ask ·· .. I'm interested in futurists like' · She continu~(51lying that either a: questions about a field they are in-
Tofflerand Slader," shecominented~ •recruiterfiitds·it~djurmirigtoseea . ter~sted in. · · · · 
.· .· . · .. ;.;·, ..... · . . P119e 11 
·.t 
Polls 
from page 1 
one student put it, "is that of a dis-
illusioned participant withdrawing 
from a system which (as he-sees it) 
excludes and ignores him." 
The Enquirer suggests that · 
"restoring the public's faith ·in the 
power of the ballot" be counted 
among the principal issues of 1976. 
But The Enquirer infers that the 
American citizen who feels that his 
vote is a mere squeak compared to 
the roars and tantrums of huge 
Labor unions, corpor~tion interests, 
and government organimtion may 
not find it easy to believe that his opi-
nion is required or even desired.· 
Book 
from page 1 
their books. For three days at the· 
end of the fall semester, the senators 
collected the books and · paid the 
students as they brought them in. 
The students were paid SO% of the 
original cost of the book. The Senate 
was able to do this because of the 
money donated by the offices of Fr: 
Mulligan and Rod Shearer. Fr. Mul-
ligan loaned Student Government 
$1000 for the sale and Mr. Shearer 
contributed· $550, which together 
comprised * of the money needed to 
offer cash-on-demand to students 
selling their textbooks. The remain-
ing amount came from contributions 
The Back Page is a rree classified section 
available to students. faculty, and stall of Xavier 
University. Ads should not exceed twenty words 
and must be subm 1tted 1n wrotong al the Universi-
ty Center.lnformat1on Desk c/o The Back P111• 
no later than the Sunday preceding publication. 
Sorry, no ad will be repeated unless resub-
mitted. J 
WASTED: People who "': willing to forget all 
rroublc. and drown with other Muskies. D.A.V, Hall 
Clifton Sunday February f S. Details acroH from <MU. 
Stout on tap with band. 
SllE SAT shi .. ring. basket on her lap. "Here. give me 
1hat.'" he "'id. "Drink 1his broth, it will warm you." 
S,\11.JSG Club Attenlion -! llcwarcofEvel Peanon. 
Who knows wha1 she'll try in a boat. 
• IO _WHOM it may conocrn: I'm glad you're so con-
CL"rncd ahoul my social life:. and t,,y the way. no thanks. 
\\ rnng flavor - 8. 
SllOR'fCAKES. have you tried eating yeast? The· 
B.thr'~ "Do1en't" 
·\' YONE interested in tilling a vacancy to the Univer-
,11~ S.enatc who is a dorm s1udent in the· Collete of 
Hu~1nes1' Administration contact Student Government 
'.'llicc hcforc February 3560. 
KE\'IS: Will you be my Valentine at least one more 
tune'! Veep~ . · 
Hl 'GS IS alive and weU and no longer a tceny-bopper-
hnp11Cr. -----------
"()":Will you be my Valentine (like you have a choice)? 
I he wearer of the Down·Payment of your Velie. 
< 'l' I SIE: Happy Valentine's Day. My eye is huning. 
I cx1cun. 
I IZ ·The glare from your moon was almost too much. 
'\c,1 time tone it down a bit. 
I >OS B. is enrolled in finishing school. P.S. 
IO OUR GUYS on 3-East. Happy Valentine's Day. 
lm~~c · 
s . I he closer you get the better you look. D. 
I' I ER ESTE D in forming another Woman's · 
\l'iHJem1c Wins in Kuhlman Hall next semalcr'!Con· 
1.1ct Mary Beth Bla11Ch, 745-3481. 431 Kuhlman. 
1-ltllJAY SIGHT Yoga classes stan February 13. St, 
P\.'tct and Paul School. Sorwood. For information. 
c,111 Pat Wulf. 631-2183. 
\I I 'SICIASS needed to entenain on Tuesday nights H-
I in th~ Hearth Room. fryout info!'mation on paae 2. 
Ill S rtERS: 8 ball tournament >tarting soon. 
\I I f''I; flOSCOEDS! Stay on campusfrec!Call 745-
l""h5. A!o.il: for Brillo. 
BU·SINESS 
GRADS. 
Share Your Talents And Gain 
Valuable Experience Thru The 
P..ce Corps or VISTA. SIGN 
UP NOW For Interviews.With 
Former Volunteers. 
Placement Office 
· ... F.b. 11-11. 
of the Senaton. · 
The Student Government resold 
, . the books at 'the beginning of this 
semester for SS-60% of the original 
cost, depending on the condition of 
the book. This slight increase was to 
help sustairt·possible losses for Stu-
dent Government· as a result of the 
sale. . 
Neither method of administenng 
the book sale has produced any 
profit for Student Senate. This year's 
sale resulted in a $387.52 loss, since 
152 books were unable to be resold. 
These remaining books will be sold 
at the beginning of next fall 
. semester. 
IBM 
from page 1 
ceptionally pleased · with the 
program so far and the sincerity and 
desire to learn," he said, "fm amazed 
at how well they fit into University 
life and mix with other students." 
The program originated as an out-
growth of Xavier's MBA centers in 
the Ohio Dominican College in 
Columbus and in the Transylvania 
College in Lexington. IBM became 
interested in providing education for 
their managers with no college. "I 
think IBM is interested in providing 
. a learning environment for people at 
their plants," Dr. Kaney Hayes, 
Associate Dean· for the college of 
Business Administration, said, "An 
increased educational level gives 
dual benefit - to the people in-
volved and the company, although 
the pro1rram ,is not geared to IBM 
~ .. 
specifically." The company c~n- ·success or the program: Alt~ou1h _ 
tacted Xavier and discussions began the initial difficulties with housing 
with Dr. Hailstones, Fr. Felten, iri · the IBM students may have caused 
their respective roles as dean. of . certain bad feelings toward the in-
Business Administration .and dean coming students, Hail(ltoiles said he 
of Arts and Sciences and other ·wasn't. anxious about their recep· . 
faculty members. The~ discussioni · · ;t!on:. ':'J had _faith that once the cor- · 
resulted in a proposal . for an , rect story was related to the st.udents 
accelerated. program. IBM obtained they would understand the .•m~or­
similar proposals from other schools .. ta!'ce .. of the pr~gram to X~v1er,: he 
but decided on Xavier. said, I would hke to take this oppor-· 
"IBM was impressed with the tunity to publicly expr~ss my thanks 
quality of work at Xavier, and our ·to all students who coopera_ted_ on· 
ability to be flexible in meeting the our behalf." · 
business community's needs,!' 
Hailstones explained. This indica-
tion of Xavier's "ability to be flexi-
ble" is Hailstone's summary of the 
importance of the program. "This 
program demonstrates that we are 
. not locked into a narrow approach 
to education. We can respond to the 
needs of the community for different 
approaches," he said, "This might 
serve as another pilot approach to 
meeting the needs of a growing com-
munity." 
Also, according to Dr. Hayes, the 
program means added income and 
prestige for Xavier. "Dealing just 
with the 21 rooms the students oc-
cupy, which were not in use, per.mils 
us to use more of our overhead to 
greater capacity - covering more 
costs not covered," he said, "and to 
offer ·this service to a- business 
organimtion adds to the prestige of 
the University." 
Hailstones expressed his gratitude 
for the "tremendous cooperation of. 
everyone concerned - especially 
Xavier students" contributing to the. 
·Library 
from page 1 
from a base on the campus of Ohio 
State University. Of these, 479 
already use the Library of _Congress 
classification system. 
The bibliographic record, as 
transmitted by OCLC ·on the com-
puter terminal screen, contains the 
complete Library of Con1ress · 
Classification number. Until 
Xavier's conversion to .LC, added 
time was spent keyin1 the Dewey 
number into the terminal record. 
This step has now been eliminated in 
the .cataloging process. 
From the point of view of the 
library user the primary difference 
between the two systems· is the nota-
tion. The DDC system ·divides all 
knowledge into IO broad subject 
classes, numbered from 000 to 999. 
These classes are broken down info 
sublcasses in a hierarchical structure 
of the general to the specific. lit the 
LC system the main classes are 
de~ignated :hY single capital letters, 
from A to Z,·the subclasses by·two 
capital letters,' the divisions and.sub-
divisions by. in~egral numbers in or- ' 
dinary sequ~nce ranging from I. to 
9999. An import~nt advantageofthe 
LC classification .is the. bringing , . 
together of· all 'aspects of a subject~' 
into one section. . · 
Other capabilities of the computer 
are -being developed by ~esearch 
Center staff of OCLC: periodicals 
holdings,'book ordering, and library 
circulation procedures. 'the entire 
system based. on one file. Use of th~. 
data base for interlibrary loans is or ' 
great value to· the library use~. and 
the semi-monthly print-out of the 
Library's new acquisitions is 
produced on the OCLC computer 
for. distribution to all the 
departments of the University. 
The Library. Reference Desk will 
answer questions about the new 
system. 
Campus 1 .. 
from page 8 
the President and that no policy 
which now exists is permanent or un· 
touchable. 
The greatest potential for a· power 
base for students, according to 
· Shearer, was through personal 
observation, consulting others who 
have had personalexperience·and by 
the pressure of numbers: 
He did say that due to the changes 
iri power bases from year to. yea~ •• 
that he would be willing fo help the 
students in determining who:to con; 
tact concerning their problems. 
